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1 - In	  the	  limelight	  
 

"Uma Chaturvedi, a lawyer for an esteem 
MNC T Global Inc., found in a locked 
car in an inebriated state" the TV 
reporter was saying in an animated 
manner as the camera tried to focus on 
a fogged up window of a small car. It 
seemed police had stopped a woman early 
in the morning driving in an inebriated 
state. The woman stopped the car. She 
closed all windows, locked the car and 
sat inside the car, without talking to 
the police. 

 
Uma stared at the TV, a bit confused. 
She was sipping on morning tea when her 
name caught her ears. That was followed 
by the name of the company she worked 
for. She had not heard of another Uma 
Chaturvedi working in her company. The 
company was quite an old trading 
establishment but was not too big. 
There were hardly a few hundred 
employees in total and legal department 
was just a few people. Uma changed 
channels to see many news channels were 
broadcasting the same news story with 
same person name and same company name.  
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It was quite early in the morning, 
maybe just after sunrise. Uma was 
unwell and had just woken up after a 
deep, medicine induced, sleep since 
late evening yesterday. She has come 
back home early from work. She had 
visited the doctor on the way back 
home. She was running fever and was  
generally indisposed. She thought it 
must be one of those viral fevers going 
around. She didn’t realize she was 
given pretty high dosage by the doctor, 
when she had requested that she wanted 
to be fine before Monday morning for an 
important meeting at work. It was 
Friday afternoon then. She was 
pondering about her medicine while eyes 
stared blankly at the blaring 
television. Just then the phone rang. 

 
"Uma, what is going on? What did you 
do? Your name is all over on the news 
channels. Are you alright?" It was her 
mother on phone from her hometown. She 
was concerned, assuming the person in 
the news to be her and thus volley of 
questions asked. 

 
"That is not me, Ma! I have been home 
the whole time. We spoke yesterday 
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night and I told you that I had fever 
with terrible headache. I slept early 
after eating the medicine I got from 
the doctor,” replied Uma. 

 
"But they are saying your name and your 
company name too. Is there another Uma 
Chaturvedi in your office?" quizzed her 
Mom, "our relatives are calling me 
asking about this. What do I answer 
them?" Just as any mother from rural 
background in India, once she knew that 
her daughter was fine, the next 
important thing to answer was what 
would the people say! 

 
"Just tell everyone, it is some other 
Uma Chaturvedi" Uma replied a bit 
irritated. She herself was quite 
perplexed and did not know what was the 
answer to her mother's questions. She 
decided to call her boss, the country 
head of the company and check with him. 
She tried his number but couldn’t get 
through and she did not try again. She 
thought that in big cities like where 
she was living, these things were not 
really a big deal as compared to a small 
town where her parents were living. She 
felt silly to ask her boss about 
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someone getting drunk. It wasn’t her 
so, should she be bothered? The 
reporters might even have got the name 
or company name wrong. They sometimes 
would even make up names in order to 
keep accused anonymous. It could be a 
sheer coincidence that they used her 
name and company name. Thinking that 
weird things do happen in cities, she 
smiled and stood up to make herself 
some breakfast. As she stood up, her 
knees felt weak and head was spinning, 
so she simply sat down on her bed again, 
with eyes closed.  

 
Buzz of the doorbell woke Uma up again. 
As she got up, she noticed on the 
bedside watch it was nearly ten in 
morning, she did sleep quite a bit. She 
quickly went to the door but as she 
opened the door, she felt faint again. 
Her housemaid was at the door. 

“What happened, Didi?” Maid Manju was 
really concerned. Uma was her favorite 
patron, who helped her with money and 
clothes when needed. Manju was allowed 
a day off every week, which others 
never allowed. Since it was Saturday, 
Manju had arrived late in morning. On 
week days, she came earlier in the 
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morning, before Uma left for office.   

“I had fever. Feeling terribly light 
headed even though fever is not there, 
right now”, Uma mumbled as Manju helped 
her to the sofa-bed in the drawing 
room. 

“Shall I get you some medicine?”, Manju 
asked quite concerned.  

“No, Manju, I got the medicines 
yesterday when I saw the doctor. It is 
the usual viral fever which is going 
around everywhere”, Uma felt quite 
thankful to hear concern from fellow 
human. Being sick makes one feel even 
more lonelier. How she wished her 
parents were there. As of now, she was 
grateful for Manju’s presence.  

“I will make some tea for you. You drink 
it with some biscuits. You will feel 
better. Probably the medicine was too 
strong. My sister’s son also got viral 
fever last week and he is still 
suffering from it. Doctor asked us to 
give him lots of water and soupy curry 
to make him feel stronger. I will make 
the same for you too. I see there are 
some vegetables in the refrigerator. I 
will put pepper and garlic. You will 
feel much better. I will also get a 
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loaf of bread so that you can eat it 
with the curry, rest of the day”, Manju 
replied while entering the kitchen. She 
made tea and also lots of soupy curry 
that Uma could eat later on with bread. 

Uma did feel much better after her 
stomach was full with tea and biscuits.  

Manju wanted to stay with her for rest 
of day but Uma asked her to leave since 
she was feeling much better. It was 
nearly noon and with a potful of curry 
made, and loaf of bread bought from 
local bakery, there was nothing more 
Manju needed to do. Uma had a bowl of 
curry with few slices of bread. Manju 
still stayed back for an hour sweeping 
and swabbing the apartment. The citrus 
smell of the floor cleaner with gentle 
breeze coming through the sunlit 
window, made Uma feel even more better. 

She turned on the television and 
checked all the news channels she was 
subscribed to, multiple times. None of 
them even mentioned the story about her 
namesake that was being run so 
prominently in the morning! Uma could 
only roll her eyes in disgust!  

“How silly of the media to carry such 
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kind of meaningless news so 
prominently”, she thought but at same 
time relieved that it was just a storm 
in her teacup!  

She called up her mother and got the 
same sense of relief from her side as 
well. Her father was a bit worried 
though since he had to answer strange 
queries from their family relatives 
after her mother refused to answer her 
phone.  He was trying to broach the 
same irritating topic of her coming 
back to their small town.  

“Beta, I will again suggest you taking 
up the job with Mr. Khera’s law firm 
here. Mr. Khera was asking about you 
last week when I had met him. Law firms 
here may not work with multinational 
companies but there is lots of work 
happening here too. Surely that will 
reduce chances of your name featuring 
on the news in bad context”, Uma’s 
father quipped. 

This had been always bone of contention 
between the father and daughter. Uma 
thought he wanted her to practice law 
in their hometown whereas she wanted to 
practice corporate law that could only 
be done in large cities where the large 
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corporations existed.  The fact that, 
she had taken up part time masters 
course in law specializing in corporate 
law didn’t please her dad at all. They 
argued about it all the time. She felt 
her dad was a bit orthodox and he wanted 
her settled into a simple lawyer job 
working in the local courts, get 
married and have a family of her own. 

“No, Papa! We’ve had this conversation 
so many times. I am just not able to 
explain you how much I love the work I 
do here. Look at my salary. Do you think 
your Mr. Khera will even give me half 
of this? Also, it is not just about the 
salary, I am practically leading the 
legal department. I am sure I will get 
promoted formally as department head in 
a year or two. I plan to speak with 
management as soon as I complete my 
part-time masters course about my 
promotion. With the tremendous increase 
in dealing of Indian companies with 
companies abroad, my work experience is 
as good as gold. Not only T Global but 
my work is relevant to any 
multinational company. Oh! Papa, let us 
not argue again about it”, Uma put 
forth strong arguments. She was a 
lawyer after all. 
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Though he had never shared with Uma but 
in his heart he felt quite proud of his 
daughter. He knew of her stubborn 
nature and her perseverance especially 
when told that she could not do 
something. He would laugh later along 
with her mom, remarking that his 
daughter will become a well-known 
lawyer and he could never win an 
argument with her but he argued with 
his daughter none the less. Today, 
instead, he didn’t pursue the argument. 

“Okay, beta. Forget I said it. You take 
care of your health and take total rest 
this weekend. Just try to get lots of 
sleep. Did your maid make something for 
you to eat? Drink lots of fluids too”, 
Uma’s father lay down his arms.  

Hearing those comforting words from her 
father, did leave Uma quite pleased.  

 

Rest of the day was spent dozing off 
and eating soupy curry. The medicine 
was indeed quite strong but since she 
was eating intermittently, she did not 
feel faint anymore but she did feel 
sleepy, all the time. She decided to 
spend the whole weekend just resting, 
as suggested by her father. 
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It was Sunday night, the soupy curry 
was over, so Uma decided to order some 
food from the nearby Chinese 
restaurant. It was a very popular joint 
and even though it was dirt cheap, food 
was of good quality. Uma had been 
ordering from that place ever since she 
had rented this apartment and never had 
any complains. The medicine had made 
her mouth feel totally tasteless, so 
she wanted to eat something hot and 
spicy. She ordered for some lemon 
vegetable pepper soup, three kind of 
mushrooms braised in ginger sauce and 
plain rice. 

“Didi, I have got hot and sour 
vegetable soup. The one you ordered was 
over. We made this one fresh, just for 
you. Uncle said you were not well and 
this would make you feel better”, the 
boy called Chotu, who was the delivery 
boy for the restaurant, gushed. 

“Thank you, Chotu. Yes, I am not 
feeling all that well. The medicine has 
taken away all taste from my mouth. 
This hot and sour should feel nice. I 
will eat it right away” Uma said 
sheepishly, a bit embarrassed by 
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concern shown by the restaurant staff. 

She had lived in this apartment for 
five years now. Initially she rented 
the apartment but with the large bonus 
award from company, she had bought the 
apartment, substantiated by a loan from 
a bank. She was quite popular with 
local shop owners who delivered things 
to her apartment for her soft speaking 
and empathy. That was usual business 
model for small time shops, by making 
close friendships with the customers so 
that the customer feels at ease 
ordering things from them instead of 
venturing all the way to some malls or 
supermarket.  

 

As she ate her dinner, she browsed on 
the office files about which there 
would an important meeting Monday 
morning. Her employer was an 
international organization that dealt 
with trade of commodities. They signed 
many deals across the geographies with 
many of their partners on the 
commodities and logistics. There were 
tons of legalities involved when two 
corporates across the globe partnered 
to trade in a third geography. Uma 
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needed to verify the legality of those 
contracts across the various countries 
involved. This included the 
international currency dealings too.  
Thus even though she was relatively a 
green horn with just three years’ 
experience in these contract writing, 
her knowledge was indeed quite deep 
since she had dealt with dozens of 
complex contracts across the globe. 
Before getting promoted to this group 
where they validated and wrote business 
contracts, she was a general legal 
assistant in the human resources. 

 

The recent contracts were huge multi-
million dollar ones and thus, she 
worked directly with the country head 
of the firm. She was practically head 
of this legal department that had a few 
rookies to do the detailed paperwork 
once all the terms and conditions were 
worked out. The main legal eagle was an 
external legal consultant who was a 
retired senior judge. If there was some 
major complication in terms and 
conditions or the country head wanted 
something ratified, he would refer it 
to this external consultant. With 
foreign exchange dealing involved, her 
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company was in radar of the country’s 
Directorate of Economic Enforcement 
that worked to ensure prevention of 
money laundering.  

 

Earlier in the year they had come to 
their firm for questioning and those 
were probably the most stressful days 
for Uma. The finance department had 
pushed them to legal and she had to 
break her head for days altogether 
making sense of all the receipts and 
payments and logically explain them 
against the contract structure. The 
country head was extremely pleased and 
Uma had landed a huge salary increment 
along with substantial bonus. Though 
this made her very happy since it 
allowed her to buy the apartment she 
lived in as a renter through a loan 
from the bank; but she knew this meant 
more work. She had to keep her eye on 
the finance too to ensure her firm did 
not get into bad books of the 
enforcement directorate. 

 

In a meeting scheduled tomorrow 
afternoon, they were going to meet with 
a large international retail chain. Her 
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firm had been dealing with them for 
many years in wholesale trading in 
commodities. Now the discussion was 
going on in order to venture into 
partnership with them to open series of 
retail stores in the country. The 
country head had very good political 
connect and had managed to get the 
retail firm, license to do so. There 
was a local wholesale commodities 
company also involved but they dealt 
with different items compared to her 
firm. To her, it did seem like a win-
win for all. The contract fulfilled all 
government regulations to source 
locally though her firm and other 
partner and international partner would 
bring in the retail store brand name 
and retail market experience. The 
international retailer was the key 
partner and other two were more of 
local facilitators, who were needed due 
to the restrictions by government in 
foreign investments in multi-brand 
retail. They had had many earlier 
meetings to work out the details along 
with government officials too but Uma 
had not been part of all that. She came 
into picture now to put the decided 
contract in black and white in legal 
terms. The country head had told her 
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that she was in for another large 
increment if she managed to pull it off 
smoothly. This particular contract 
would not only make their firm a 
household name once the stores went 
live but also put them into big league 
of corporates.  It would have been not 
too difficult but Uma was uncomfortable 
with multiple shell companies linked to 
the three organizations who were 
involved in the financial dealings. 
That did make things quite complicated 
especially since she being unaware of 
company finance nitty-gritties. She had 
to depend on the company’s chartered 
accountant and company secretary for 
the financial aspects. Uma had spent 
many late nights for nearly a month, 
working with finance to work out all 
the details and draw up the required 
legal documents. Her boss had mentioned 
encouraging words when she had shared 
the draft documents earlier last week, 
which had come back from the legal 
consultant’s office, verified and 
without much changes at all. The draft 
documents had been circulated with the 
partner firms and international 
retailer linked with the deal. The 
meeting was to discuss concerns, if 
any, anyone had on the contract 
documents. 
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Next day, which was a Monday morning, 
she woke up early. She was feeling 
cured of her illness. She had avoided 
the medicine last night since she was 
feeling quite fine and did not want to 
feel drowsy or dizzy in the meeting. As 
she reached office, she met with her 
department members and briefed them on 
the paperwork needed. The meeting was 
supposed to be in the afternoon and 
discussion on the draft version of the 
paperwork. She checked with finance 
heads and they were also quite ready 
with their stuff. As she was quite 
enthusiastic about the meeting, she 
went to her country head’s office to 
check if he had any new requirements 
she might need to work on before the 
meeting. Country Head’s secretary met 
with her and informed her about the 
shocking news! 

 

Country head, Ashok Shule, was dead! 
His secretary informed Uma that he had 
supposedly died Friday night in his 
studio apartment downtown. He had a 
palatial home in the suburbs where his 
family lived but he occasionally stayed 
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back in the downtown apartment where he 
would entertain guests. Secretary 
wouldn’t divulge the reason of death. 
She simply said police are on it.  

Uma found out that most of the 
executives were going to Mr. Shule’s 
house later in the afternoon. It was 
said that the family will likely 
receive his body by afternoon, after 
the post mortem and they might do the 
cremation immediately after that.  

The afternoon meeting was obviously 
cancelled. 

Uma was quite shocked. She wasn’t sure 
how to react. Though she felt saddened 
but she had known Mr. Shule, only 
professionally. It was only in recent 
months she had met him in meetings on 
those large deals. All her interactions 
were either to discuss the documents or 
in the meetings. The only one time the 
meeting was alone with her was when she 
got the great raise and amazing bonus 
for having closed the concerns of the 
enforcement department. That meeting 
too was politely warm but not friendly. 
Ashok Shule was after all chief 
executive and she was just another 
employee of the company, at most a 
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middle management rung in the corporate 
ladder. She wasn’t even in the group of 
senior department heads who had some 
comradery of sorts, with Ashok.  She 
didn’t know his family at all, so she 
felt uncomfortable going to his house 
to condole with the family. Even though 
she was virtually leading the legal 
team, she was still quite a junior in 
midst of the various executives, thus 
joining them for the condolence visit 
did make her uncomfortable. She found 
that none of the junior staff was 
planning to go, so she also decided to 
stay back.  

She could just go through the draft 
documents once again and check with 
others if there were any concerns on 
it. The company would surely designate 
another country head to take over and 
in a few days, likely, the deal will 
progress again, after this shocking 
break. 
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2	  –	  Menacing Foursome	  
 

Ashok Shule was in a great mood. It was 
Friday evening and he was looking 
forward to the party with his friends. 
Two of them were of extreme deep 
interest to him. One was much older 
than him and the other was a youngster. 
This aspect of deep friendship between, 
literally, three generations never 
failed to amuse him.  

“Money is the superglue to unite most 
unlikely people quite tightly”, Ashok 
smiled at his thought as he dialed Mr. 
Rao, Union minister of commerce and 
industry. 

“How are you? What is the plan?” Ashok 
asked. 

“Let us meet up at the studio”, Rao 
responded. 

“You do not want to go for the party? 
All Bollywood stars will be there”, 
Ashok teased. 

“Seen many! I am bored of them. Let us 
talk shop”, Rao became a little bit 
serious. 
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“Oh no! No shoptalk on Friday! Why 
don’t I call Sheila and we will have 
fun” Ashok tried to negotiate. 

“Okay, do call her but also ask your 
Sam to be there as well. Let us mix 
business and pleasure. See you about 
nine at the studio” Rao came mid-way to 
close. 

“Ah ha, the chandaal chaukadi? Menacing 
Foursome? Yes, it would be awesome fun” 
Ashok agreed immediately. 

Ashok called Sheila and Sam too and 
organized things at his studio for the 
get together.  

The studio was actually a penthouse 
studio with sprawling terrace in a 
prestigious building in the central 
business district. The building was 
near the sea. One could see the 
sparkling sea in daylight and in the 
night, one could see the lighted road 
hugging the coastline like a diamond 
necklace hugging a lady’s throat. It 
was a grand view.  Studio itself was 
richly furnished. Terrace was 
aesthetically covered with some kind of 
transparent material, so that it could 
be used even in rains yet, it let the 
sun to shine in. 
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The code was that no one else would be 
around when these four met. Even 
Ashok’s maids, staff, lift man and even 
the security guards were given off for 
rest of the evening once all 
preparations were done. All food and 
drinks had to be organized beforehand. 
Drinks kept in the already well-stocked 
fridge and food kept warm in the oven 
from where Ashok and his three friends 
would help themselves. Only the 
minister came with his armed 
bodyguards, but they too stayed outside 
the apartment. 

It was much beyond nine in the night, 
the time designated for the foursome to 
meet. In fact, it was much after ten, 
when Sheila and Sam came in together. 
They had met up in one of the pubs as 
they pub-hopped with their other 
friends. Ashok played a courteous host, 
offering his guests food and drinks, 
before he sat on the hand dyed chestnut 
corner suite chesterfield sofa, nursing 
his drink. Sam offered to mix a 
cocktail drink for Sheila. 

“Oooh yummy, Ashok! I must say you are 
indeed a foodie! Where do you get these 
Galawati kebabs from? I’ve not eaten 
such good ones anywhere here!” chirped 
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Sheila. 

“Here is your sugary drink, Sheila! I 
should say you don’t know what you are 
missing here. You are talking about the 
kebabs, this scotch is probably the 
best one in the whole damn world” 
chipped in Sam from behind the bar in 
the corner. 

“Actually Sam, it is not a scotch, it 
is a Japanese whisky, but you are right 
this is the best one in the world. Yes, 
amazing isn’t it? Best whiskey in the 
world is not scotch but Japanese! I say 
cheers to that!” Ashok gave a wide 
grin, just as they heard a loud knock 
on the door. 

“That must be Rao Saab” Ashok said 
expectedly. 

It was indeed Rao. He looked 
distinguished in the starched bright 
white kurta pajama and royal blue 
jacket, which was sort of his 
politician uniform.  He looked a bit 
tired since he came straight from his 
political party meeting. His face lit 
up with a huge smile as soon as he 
entered the studio, warmly greeted by 
Sheila. 
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In less than six hours Ashok was dead. 
There was no sign of others from the 
menacing foursome. Nobody in the 
building had any clue about them even. 

Ashok was found lying dead next to the 
open kitchen counter. He seemed to have 
a head injury. It wasn’t clear how he 
would have hit his head on the counter 
so hard, hard enough for him to die. 
His security guard had come early 
morning for his duty and found the door 
ajar.  He called an ambulance on seeing 
Ashok lying on the floor. When the 
paramedic declared him dead, the police 
was called in. 

Inspector Khan came with his assistant 
Rane sometime late morning. He was 
asked by his senior to take over the 
case. The body had not been moved. The 
forensics and photographer were there, 
doing their jobs. The penthouse had, 
additionally, its own private lift, 
which opened to the rear of the 
building. The other common lifts also 
were there but were rarely used by 
people coming to the penthouse.  Those 
opened into the front lobby of the 
building.  
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Khan gave a serious look all around the 
apartment. The studio looked richly 
furnished. It seemed Ashok was having 
drink alone. His crystal glass sat on 
one of the side tables. There was a 
bottle of expensive looking whiskey on 
the bar counter. The ice had melted in 
the small steel bucket that was also on 
the counter. The bar seemed used often 
since many bottles were only half full. 
The bar was otherwise well stocked with 
fresh bottles in the bottom cupboard. 
The place was spick and span. There 
were some snacks in the oven.  There 
were two small plates in the kitchen 
sink. There was no other glass either 
on the counter or in the kitchen. The 
taut leather sofa set spread across two 
directions and the couple of matching 
lounge chairs didn’t carry any 
impressions, if they were sat upon or 
not. They were designed not to. 

Khan checked the kitchen cabinets. 
Nothing seemed amiss. Expensive looking 
glasses and crockery was stuffed in two 
cabinets. All seemed dry to touch. Khan 
checked the garbage bin too. It seemed 
to have bags in which the snacks were 
brought, not much otherwise.  There was 
a bathroom other side of kitchen, which 
was totally spic and span, as if 
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cleaned just now. Strangely the garbage 
bin did not have the grey liner that 
was on the garbage bin in the kitchen. 

Incidentally there was another studio 
apartment next door, which also 
belonged to Ashok. That was also 
furnished but more as a bedroom. That 
place did not seem used at all. 

Khan questioned the housekeeper. He 
said he was asked by Ashok to clean up 
the two places and bring some snacks, 
early evening on Friday. He was asked 
to leave after he had done the chore.  
Usually when Ashok had parties, the 
housekeeper would be asked to stay 
back, along with the caterers and the 
maid who would be called for the 
occasion. Occasionally Ashok asked him 
to leave and also asked the security to 
leave.  He wasn’t sure if Ashok had 
visitors or not. He also couldn’t 
remember if Ashok had visitors earlier 
when he asked him to leave early along 
with the security.  He did remember 
cleaning up the kitchen and the 
bathroom since the maid who would come 
usually couldn’t come at that time. He 
remembered taking out the garbage in 
afternoon on Friday, but couldn’t 
remember if he did put the liner in the 
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bathroom garbage bin or not. When 
questioned, Security guard’s answers 
also aligned with housekeeper’s. 

“The wound on Ashok’s head seemed deep 
and likely cause of death. There is a 
chance that Ashok was drunk, he slipped 
and hit his head on the counter’s sharp 
corner. What do you think, Rane?” Khan 
quizzed. 

“Yes, that is the first impression I 
also get but the only thing out of place 
is that door was open in the morning 
when the guard came in”, Rane 
responded. 

“Yes, that is indeed strange and I 
still wonder about that garbage bin 
liner. Somehow I have a hunch that it 
was there and was removed. There is a 
faint mark on the tile below. The 
current position of the bin is slightly 
away from it. It seems the bin had been 
sitting there for ages due to non-use, 
creating the mark on the floor below, 
but it was moved recently. But then the 
housekeeper could have moved it 
yesterday. He doesn’t remember probably 
due to shock and fear. He looks 
terrorized, thinking that we might 
implicate him “, Khan agreed and added 
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his concern. 

“No, I think you are focusing too much 
on the bin. The key aspect is how was 
the door open when the resident is 
lying here dead? Any answer to that?” 
Rane seemed irritated that his friend, 
but still his boss, was thinking 
something so mundane instead of a huge 
clue right in front of their eyes. 

“There is a simple possibility. Ashok 
might have decided to leave or go out 
when he might have remembered 
something. Something he had to pick up 
or maybe switch off the oven. He came 
back in, leaving the door ajar. He 
probably slipped on an ice cube and hit 
his head on the corner. I did notice 
little water below the counter there. 
It could have been the ice cube on which 
Ashok slipped” Khan grinned as he just 
noticed the speck of water below the 
counter and that supported his theory. 

“Where is it? Show me” Rane was on other 
side of the counter, so he came across 
to see.  

“Ah, you could be right, but how do we 
confirm? Well, the odd angle does point 
to an accident. If Ashok’s head was 
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made to hit the corner by someone it 
would likely be either front or back of 
the head. Anyways, let’s see what do 
forensics write in their report. All 
the pictures and evidence has been 
taken. Let us see if we can get the 
fingerprints expert to get some prints 
off those two plates in the sink” Rane 
was a bit deflated with such simple 
response on something he thought would 
be complicated to crack. 

“And do ask them to take fingerprints 
off the bin and bathroom sink too!” 
quipped Khan with a smirk.   

He knew Rane was irritated but he liked 
messing with him in a friendly manner. 
Rane was his junior but they got along 
famously. Together they had cracked 
many complex criminal cases. Khan’s 
seniors would ensure Rane accompanied 
Khan anytime there was any complex 
criminal case. That basically meant 
unless the killer was known in first 
hour or two, of investigation, Khan and 
Rane were deputed to the case. The top 
bosses knew the limited investigative 
skills of the department and didn’t 
want to waste anyone’s time when these 
two were available. A lot of times, 
skills and tactics of Khan and Rane 
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were questioned by others but the top 
officials had their complete faith in 
these two. 

Khan was a senior inspector in local 
police force. He was designated as the 
chief investigation officer for the 
case by his seniors. Khan was an old 
hand in his department. He had joined 
the department just after his 
graduating from college and thus had 
completed twenty five year in service 
just last year. He was not very old in 
age though, in his late forties, but 
many hours of strenuous duty, every day 
of the year had taken its toll.  

He was a striking man in his looks, the 
way all men with Pathan genes usually 
are. Like most Pathans, in India, his 
family had migrated to this city from 
North-West Frontier Province many 
generations ago. His physical 
appearance gave his lineage away. Tall, 
broad built, and athletic with full 
head of dark hair that was greying at 
temples, as well as signs of maturity 
that appeared at the corners of the 
eyes. He didn’t think he was quite 
intelligent, so his method of working 
was extremely meticulous.  
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Seniors in the department liked it that 
Khan was a very good documenter apart 
from having good investigative skills 
going step by step meticulously. All 
the details, evidence and action plans 
were minutely recorded in the files by 
Khan. They liked Khan for this, they 
had to just browse through the file and 
they would know exact status of the 
case, unlike most others, where 
everything was recorded haphazardly, 
with least clarity on direction the 
investigation was taking. A well-
documented case held better in the 
courts too. They had been able to get 
conviction in about all the cases where 
Khan had worked. The average conviction 
otherwise for whole department was not 
even ten percent. Thus, the seniors 
never took seriously to anything Khan’s 
distractors had to say. That didn’t 
reduce the colossal responsibility Khan 
shouldered. He was quite aware that his 
every step was being watched closely. 
Any mistake and there were many others 
who would lose not a second to report 
him to the seniors and bring disrepute 
to his blemish-less career till now. 

That was the reason why Khan ensured 
Rane was always with him in the case. 
Rane was an intelligent man. In his 
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early forties, he was a typical Marathi 
guy. He was fourth generation policeman 
and practically his entire family was 
working for the police force in rural 
districts. Because of this he had a 
great network in many departments in 
the police force. Rane had wanted to 
study technical subjects and become an 
engineer but his father was adamant 
that he somehow completes his 
graduation and joins the police force. 
His father’s meagre salary could not 
have provided for professional 
education for all his six siblings. 
Rane decided to let go of his dream and 
shoulder his father’s 
responsibilities. 

Rane might seem a bit impatient but he 
always understood Khan better and also 
was able to critique Khan without any 
prejudice. This always helped the case 
by bringing in a fresh perspective and 
sometimes even a sudden cracking of the 
case. Neither felt in competition with 
each other. They liked each other well 
as colleagues and had no inhibition in 
congratulating each other for a good 
job done.  

“Actually, now that you say it, let me 
ask the finger print experts to try get 
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print off that whiskey bottle, tong of 
the ice bucket and last but not the 
least the doorbell”, Rane said rolling 
his eyes.  He initially wanted this 
case to be closed quickly as an 
accident so that he could at least 
enjoy his Sunday instead it seemed this 
was much complicated than expected.  
His hunch said something was odd even 
though he couldn’t put his finger on 
it. Even though he bought the Khan’s 
theory about Ashok wanting to leave and 
then coming back for something, but 
something in the room seemed staged. 

“Where are the keys to the apartment? 
Are they in Ashok’s pant pockets or on 
the curio table next to the entrance?” 
Khan seemed to read Rane’s thoughts. 

“It is on the curio table. It seems 
like someone threw it on the table in 
a hurry since the keys are spread 
apart” Rane observed, “What does that 
interpret to you? I think this could 
indeed mean Ashok came in a hurry, 
threw the keys and went inside. “ 

“I think if Ashok had gone out and then 
came in forgetting something, the keys 
would be in his hands or in pockets. 
One would place the keys or even throw 
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the keys on table, if one didn’t have 
immediate plan to go back. But then he 
might not have picked up the keys as 
yet, he would have just opened the 
door, just as he thought about picking 
up the keys, he remembered something 
and went back. That is also a 
possibility” Khan frankly shared his 
thoughts. 

“Well, possibility is also that someone 
pushed Ashok to the corner, then, when 
he hit his head and fell down, the 
person ran out” It was time for Rane to 
smirk. 

“Okay, let us ask to get fresh prints 
if any, off this knob, inside of the 
door and the lift button too” Khan 
added to the list. 

“Alright, if we are now going with that 
possibility, let us ask the guard, 
where the lift was when he came in 
morning.  Was it last stationed at the 
penthouse level or ground floor” Rane 
linked on to Khan’s chain of thoughts. 

Guard said it was at the penthouse 
level since he had to wait for a bit 
before entering the lift. He said he 
remembered waving at the building 
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cleaning staff passing across the small 
lift entrance, as he waited for the 
lift to come down. 

“There goes your intruder story” Rane 
smiled at Khan. 

“Well, the intruder could take the 
stairs too! It is easy to run down 
twenty flight of stairs” Khan smiled 
back. Rane made a face at that. 

“Let us not argue now, wait till all 
reports come back. I think we are done 
here, let us go home and enjoy holiday 
tomorrow. I don’t think they’d be able 
to get post mortem done on a Sunday.” 
Khan requested truce and Rane readily 
agreed, quite pleased that he would get 
his day off and that Khan understood 
such minute details in his chain of 
thoughts. 
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3	  –	  Not	  a	  friend	  
 

Sameer Kapoor or Sam as he liked to be 
called, was sitting in his office that 
was his library too in his home.  This 
was the drawing room of a small one-
bedroom apartment. In the background 
there were rows and rows of books and 
in the front of those books, there was 
a solid wood desk which reached near 
middle of the room.  There was a 
comfortable sofa on the other side of 
the room and a few lounge chair strewn 
around the desk. The large French 
window on one side lit the room 
immensely with sunlight. The bedroom 
was sparsely furnished with a basic 
bed, a night stand, a wooden cupboard 
and a wooden clothes tree. Kitchen was 
barely functional. A gas stove, a 
microwave and few utensils. One could 
probably make some tea or coffee and 
maybe heat up left over food from a 
smallish refrigerator on the side. 

Sam was sitting on a chair beside the 
desk. Unease was visible on his face. 
He was furiously typing something on 
his laptop. There were multiple 
smartphones also on his desk that were 
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strewn on top of what seemed legal 
documents. A big mug filled with tea 
was next to Sam’s laptop. Every now and 
then, Sam would pause from his work on 
the laptop and take a sip from the mug. 
Occasionally he would also refer to 
some of the documents from the table.  
There was a metal dustbin just below 
the table. It seemed to contain some 
grey ash, probably from some papers 
which might have been burnt.  

Sam was an independent legal 
consultant. This is what his visiting 
cards said, which were stacked in a 
deck in his desk drawer. He worked with 
many companies and individuals on 
variety of matters. From criminal law 
to corporate to intellectual property 
rights, all were in the game for him. 
He worked with legal office of a 
retired judge. The staff of the judge’s 
office did the research and paperwork 
for him.  

The ring of the phone startled Sam. It 
was Uma. Sam’s eyebrows went up.   

“Why would she call now?” wondered Sam. 

“Sam, please come to the CBD police 
station. This is urgent. I am being 
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taken to police station for 
questioning.” There was seriousness and 
urgency in Uma’s voice. 

“What? Why are they questioning you?” 
Sam asked in shocked voice. 

“They say they have some reason to 
believe that I killed my boss Ashok! I 
have been allowed to call you and my 
parents. Please hurry” Uma pleaded. 

“Sure, don’t worry, I will be there 
very soon. I will find out and get you 
out as soon as possible but do 
cooperate with them as much as 
possible. There must be some 
confusion“, Sam assured her. 

Uma had known Sam since she joined the 
T Global. Sam worked with their chief 
legal counsel, the retired judge. More 
than the Judge, it was Sam who used to 
be the consultant on the complex 
matters. They had become friends and 
now, he was her best friend and more.  

Uma had called from her home. It was 
Tuesday afternoon, after the weekend, 
she had been sick. She had decided to 
take off from work and rest at home 
since there was not much serious work 
happening at office. Inspector Khan 
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came with a woman constable to her 
apartment. He was quite polite and 
explained in simple and straight 
forward manner that Ashok was possibly 
killed and had not died in an accident. 
They had some reason to believe that 
she might be responsible for Ashok’s 
murder. She would have to accompany 
them to the police station. She would 
not be handcuffed and it was not an 
arrest and there was no reason for 
alarm.  

“Can I please call my parents and my 
lawyer?” Uma was more than horrified 
but somehow kept her wits. 

“Yes, of course but please keep it 
short”, Khan said quite politely. 

Uma stepped away into her bedroom to 
call and noticed that the woman 
constable had followed her. She quickly 
spoke to her parents and Sam. She tried 
her best to not alarm her parents by 
simply saying there is some legal 
trouble she has got into and it would 
be nice if they could be here with her. 
She asked them to take the earliest 
possible flight and arrive as quickly 
as possible. Uma’s mother was shocked 
but the calm way her daughter spoke 
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ensured she did not panic. Uma’s father 
was not at home that time. Uma told her 
mother to contact her cousin and make 
the arrangements for travel. She also 
told them that they may not be able to 
get in touch with her over phone for 
few hours so they should come directly 
to her home. They had spare keys to her 
apartment so they should have no issues 
getting in. Then Uma contacted Sam and 
asked him to come to the police 
station. 

She threw a stole over here dress, 
collected her purse and phone, locked 
her apartment and stepped out along 
with inspector and constable. Since 
most people in the apartment building 
knew her to be a lawyer, nobody thought 
or said a word seeing her accompany a 
police officer and woman constable. She 
quietly accompanied them to the car and 
climbed in. She was relieved that they 
had taken a very common small car back 
to the police station which did not 
draw any attention to her or the 
police. They were at the police station 
in less than an hour. Even though she 
was a lawyer, she had never been inside 
a police station. This one seemed quite 
a big one. There were many rooms and 
lockups too.  She was taken directly to 
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a small room that had just a small table 
and few plastic chairs. 

 

“Can we please wait till my lawyer 
arrives?” Uma asked as politely as 
possible. Her voice had a quiver of 
fear. 

“Madam, there is nothing to be so 
afraid. We have brought you here for 
routine questioning. I thought you are 
a lawyer, yourself, aren’t you?” Khan 
responded as he occupied a chair on one 
side and gestured to her to take one on 
the other side of the table. He offered 
a chair next to him to the woman 
constable. 

Before Uma could reply, he called 
someone over phone, “Come to room 4, we 
are here” 

“Yes, I am a lawyer but I am a corporate 
lawyer. I work mostly on the company 
law area” Uma replied. 

As Uma replied, another officer entered 
the room and pulled one of the chairs 
closer to the table and spread his 
notebook on it. 
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“Tell us, how do you know Ashok” He 
started questioning, without much ado. 

Uma looked at Khan quizzing, “I would 
like to wait for my lawyer” 

“This is Inspector Rane. He is working 
with me on this case. As I said before, 
this is not an arrest or even an 
interrogation.  It would be better if 
we don’t wait for anyone and just get 
this over with” Khan said quite 
sternly. 

Just then her phone rang. It was her 
mother. She wanted to take the call but 
Khan asked her to switch off her phone. 

“So, how do you know Ashok?” Rane 
repeated his question. His face was 
totally blank. He did not sound angry 
or excited, it seemed quite routine for 
him to ask questions and jot down 
answers in the little book he had in 
front of him. 

Uma looked at all three of them. They 
all looked quite extremely bored and as 
if they just wanted to get over the 
process. She also remembered Sam 
specifically asked her to cooperate 
with them. She took some courage and 
explained her job profile and a few of 
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her meetings with Ashok. 

“You mean you didn’t know him 
personally?” Asked Rane, raising his 
eyebrows but with a poker face. 

“No, not at all” Uma responded trying 
to emphasize on her answer because it 
felt so odd. Ashok was a top executive 
and she was just a lawyer in his firm. 
Yes, he had rewarded her for her good 
work but that was just about it. He was 
so dryly professional about it and 
there wasn’t ever a feeling of a 
camaraderie even in his casual 
greetings to her. The politeness was 
sugary enough to demonstrate the 
difference in their offices. She was 
mere employee and he was top executive 
of the company. She felt embarrassed by 
the idea of even being perceived as 
being friends with Ashok. 

“If that is the case, why were you at 
his apartment on Friday at night?” Rane 
put across the question quite plainly. 

“No, I haven’t been to his apartment 
ever. In fact, I have never met him 
outside the office, not even 
coincidently” Uma responded quite 
emphatically. 
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Rane looked at Khan and Khan looked 
back at him blankly. 

“Where were you Friday night?” Rane 
continued. 

“I was at home. In fact, I was not well. 
I had got medicine from a doctor. You 
can verify that from the doctor’s 
clinic.” Uma was a little bit relieved 
that her statement could be easily 
crossed checked with the doctor’s 
office. 

“Is that so? Then how were you found 
drunk on the MG Street three in 
morning?” Rane retorted back.  

Uma’s eyes widened and she felt both 
inspectors staring her face.  

“No, that person was not I. I did see 
that news on TV. I thought the media 
people had used some false name to hide 
the actual identity of the person and 
coincidently it was my name.” Uma said 
weakly.  

At back of her mind, she was furiously 
thinking how could she prove otherwise. 
She also cursed herself for completely 
forgetting about it and not checking 
further. Color rose to her cheeks, 
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heart started beating faster and her 
ears started becoming warm. Her lawyer 
sense made it clear to her that this 
was something which could make things 
terribly worse but the same lawyer 
sense told her to stick with the 
doctor’s alibi. Not only there would be 
a document with her name in it, she 
vaguely remembered that the doctor’s 
clinic had a surveillance camera too 
which would prove her visit there. 
Truth was on her side and there was no 
reason to panic, yet her heart was 
beating away into her ears. 

“The FIR has your name and address 
along with your company name. I am sure 
you would have visited the doctor’s 
clinic but that would be early evening 
on Friday, not in middle of the night” 
Rane shared quite casually.  

Uma heard him say that and her heart 
skipped a beat because she was 
expecting exactly this for him to say. 
She took her time to calm her mind by 
telling herself again and again that 
truth is on her side. She took a few 
deep breaths. 

“I am telling you the truth, it wasn’t 
me. I just don’t know how my details 
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are there in FIR. Maybe the other girl 
falsely used my identity since she was 
stuck in the bad situation.” That was 
the only excuse she could think of. 

“You can check with the doctor’s clinic 
and also security guard of my building. 
I came back early on Friday and Ram 
Singh was there. I remember he asked 
me, if I was all right and I had told 
him that I was not well. I was at home 
the whole weekend. There are only two 
guards in our building who rotate 
duties. After coming back on Friday 
late afternoon, I left only Monday 
morning for work. This is the truth I 
am saying” Uma tried explaining. Her 
heart was pounding so hard that she 
felt as if she could hear it in her 
ears. 

For about a minute all three sat 
silently when Uma had a sudden brain 
wave. 

“Please check the car in which that 
woman was found. That was not my car. 
I do not have a car. In fact, I do not 
even know to drive, I do not have a 
driving license, either.” Uma said 
excitedly thinking she had nailed it. 

Rane wordlessly pushed forward a 
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photocopy of a driver license. It had 
her details and the picture was hers! 

Uma’s eyes widened in complete surprise 
and jaw actually dropped. She had no 
clue what to say. She felt her heart 
sinking and head felt a little light. 
It took her quite a few minutes to 
react. 

“No, this is definitely not mine. Even 
though the picture is of me and it is 
the same as the company badge. I do not 
have a car either. If it was the case, 
then it would have been parked in my 
building and even have my building and 
office-parking sticker. You can check 
with office and building register, no 
car is listed in my name, neither at 
the apartment nor at office.” Uma said 
nervously.  

The implications of her identity been 
robbed was dawning on her. Her eyes 
started tearing up and she felt 
terribly scared. 

There was a knock on the door and 
another officer entered. Khan nodded at 
him and he took a chair at back of the 
room but facing her. 

Rane asked her some more questions. 
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More information on her background like 
parents, studies, friends and what she 
did in her free time. He also asked 
about her drinking and going out with 
friends to pubs etc. Being from a small 
town, Uma never had gone out partying 
or clubbing and surely didn’t have guts 
to drink. She had a few friends with 
whom she went shopping or for movies. 
Since she was doing her masters course 
alongside the work, she hardly had much 
time. Uma tried to explain truthfully. 

In about an hour and a half, it seemed 
the questioning was over. Khan simply 
asked Uma to leave but warned her from 
leaving the city. He said she would be 
likely called in, again and soon. 

 

The other inspector who had joined in 
the questioning was Kedia. He was the 
one who had arrested the girl whom they 
thought was Uma, on Saturday morning 
around six. His constables had called 
him over phone since the girl wouldn’t 
come out of the car, even after three 
hours. They were a bit irritated with 
the media cameras. They had got the 
name of the woman from the records of 
the car’s license plate number.  
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“This is not the same girl” Inspector 
Kedia remarked as soon as Uma stepped 
out of the room. 

“The documents all point to this girl. 
I personally went to fetch her to 
ensure we do not bring in wrong person” 
Khan replied. 

“Well, the girl we arrested on Saturday 
from MG street looked very similar to 
this girl, probably same height, 
complexion, the hair cut but not this 
girl. I can say for sure.  I am sure 
the constables would say the same 
thing. I would have called in the lady 
constable Malathi, who we brought in to 
arrest that girl, to verify as well, 
but she is on leave today. If you want, 
we could call this girl again tomorrow, 
if Malathi comes back to work” Kedia 
answered. 

“Well, I also think that this Uma was 
speaking the truth” pitched in Rane. 

“You guys are increasing our work! Now 
we have two women with same name and 
details suspected of murder!” laughed 
Khan in mock anger 
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“Anyways, inspector, thank you so much 
for bringing this other case to our 
notice, else we would not have had a 
suspect! Now, we have two! It is 
becoming very interesting” Khan thanked 
the other inspector. 

It was a sheer coincidence that today 
morning; Khan had asked this inspector 
Kedia for a pen to make noting on 
Ashok’s file. This inspector was from 
traffic police. Traffic teams were 
sharing the police station with Khan’s 
since theirs was under repairs. The 
Crime police station and traffic police 
station were next door to each other. 
As Khan wrote down Ashok’s company 
name, this inspector noticed and 
exclaimed that he had a case on another 
person from same company! He shared 
information about one Uma who was 
arrested and then let off on bail when 
she was found driving in an inebriated 
state on MG street which was just the 
street next to Ashok’s apartment. Khan 
immediately realized the possibility of 
link between the two cases. 

In the post mortem report and forensic 
observation, it did seem that Ashok’s 
death would likely have been an 
accident. They didn’t find any other 
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marks on the body or any foul play. The 
fingerprint expert had returned with 
many prints, none of which matched with 
anyone with record with the police. The 
housekeeper’s and Ashok’s print were 
all over the place and most others were 
quite smudged which pointed to the fact 
that they might have been older and not 
quite fresh. The housekeeper had 
mentioned that the oven gloves were 
found in the dustbin but Khan or Rane 
couldn’t think much of it except 
possibility of more theories. Lifting 
fingerprint off cotton fabric would be 
next to impossible. Based on all that, 
Khan was planning to simply close the 
case when this inspector shared this 
interesting detail. Just on a hunch, 
Khan decided to get Uma for an enquiry. 

“What do you say Rane? Should we 
proceed here? I don’t see much link 
with Ashok’s case except proximity of 
location. Uma may or may not be 
speaking the truth about her being in 
the car drunk, yet, we have nothing 
which ties her to the murder except the 
proximity and these two people being in 
same company” Khan frankly shared his 
apprehension. 

“I am actually quite intrigued about 
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the two girls with same identity. This 
may or may not be linked with Ashok’s 
murder but there is something fishy 
going on, for sure! If we don’t have 
another urgent case, we could check 
this out” Rane seemed game to get 
deeper into this. 

“Alright, you two go forward, I will 
share whatever information I have, 
which is nothing more than the copy of 
driver’s license and RC book copy of 
the car. Truthfully speaking, we didn’t 
even write an actual FIR, it was only 
a noting in station book and fine 
receipt. Drunk driving is so common, we 
didn’t think it was a big deal except 
that a news channel crew was passing by 
and they captured the whole drama and 
we had to take action which seemed like 
arrest, else we would have just fined 
the girl and let her go with another 
person and someone else driving the 
car.” Kedia added to the conversation. 

“Ah ha! Who came to pick up that girl?  
I think that would give us some more 
proof on whether two girls are same or 
different. Also if they are different, 
some input on the other girl” Rane said 
excitedly. 
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“There was one guy, seemed her 
boyfriend. Malathi might also have seen 
that guy. He came with a big bottle of 
water for the girl. The girl could 
hardly walk when we got her to the 
station. We kept her in the ladies’ 
lockup. Malathi had gone out for 
breakfast, so we didn’t want to release 
her without Malathi’s presence. The guy 
waited in front of the lockup and gave 
the girl water to drink and his 
handkerchief to wipe her face as she 
dabbed water on her face.  I should 
have asked his name but at that time I 
couldn’t be bothered any more. I was 
irritated at being woken up early in 
morning. Once Malathi returned, we gave 
usual warning, took the fine, gave 
receipt and let them go once the guy 
confirmed that he will drive the car” 
explained the other inspector. 

“And who came to pick this girl Uma?” 
Asked Khan. 

“Oh! We didn’t step out to see. We just 
let her go! But I can ask the constable 
at the gate” Rane replied and quickly 
stepped out of the room. 

Rane came back within a few minutes. 
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“Constable says no one was there. The 
girl spoke on the phone standing right 
next to him. It seemed whom so ever she 
was expecting had some issue with car. 
She asked the person to come to her 
home and then took an auto rickshaw 
from just outside the gate. From faint 
voice he couldn’t help but overhear, it 
did seem it was a male voice on the 
phone. Are you very sure, it is not the 
same girl?” Rane shared. 

Inspector Kedia simply nodded his head 
in affirmation, “I think so. They did 
look similar but body language was very 
different. That woman was extremely 
modern. Seemed kind of high society 
girl. This one did look and talk like 
she came from a small town. Even in her 
drunk state, I could feel the 
sophistication of that girl. This one 
surely seems terribly rustic in 
comparison. I am certain to a large 
extent; one can change clothes but 
cannot bring the sophistication or 
coarseness without a lot of effort; 
that remains in one’s personality. This 
one would have to be an excellent actor 
to switch from that sophistication to 
this coarseness. I didn’t think she was 
acting. With years in department, that 
much I kow that, I can read people.” 
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Uma had barely reached home when her 
mother called informing that they were 
at the airport boarding a direct flight 
and that they would be at her home in 
a few hours. Uma did not share about 
her trip to police station with her 
mother. She decided that it would be 
better to break that news, in person, 
about her being questioned for a 
murder.  

Sam was there ten minutes later. She 
shared with him the entire discussion 
with the police. He asked her some 
specifics and made note of it in his 
diary. He left immediately saying that 
he will connect with a very senior 
police officer whom he knew well and 
get entire details of the case. He 
repeated his earlier assurance of some 
confusion, police might have got into. 

Her parents reached in the evening. She 
truthfully shared all details including 
her trip to the police station and how 
Sam had promised to help through his 
contact in the police.  

“Uma, I want to go to the police station 
now to speak with inspector Khan and 
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find out all about this case” Her 
father responded after listening all 
what Uma had to say. 

“No dear, do not do that.  You don’t 
know how the police treat common 
people. Why would he share anything 
with you? He may not be there in the 
police station now. Its late in 
evening. Sam has said he will find out. 
Let us give him at least a day” Uma’s 
mother jumped in with alarm. 

“I agree with Mom, Dad. Even though 
there is nothing that frightening about 
going to a police station but why would 
an investigative office share any 
information with you, especially with 
father of an accused? Well, not accused 
but rather a suspect. They said twice 
that this was not an arrest but simple 
questioning. Sharing their 
investigation with anyone from public 
surely would be against the police 
procedure” Uma responded with a logical 
reasoning. 

“Yes, Uma is right, if it was not an 
arrest, she is not the accused. They 
just wanted to question based on the 
drunken girl’s documents. If they 
accept Uma’s words as truth, they may 
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not even pursue the matter further and 
it might be end of it all” Uma’s mother 
added, a bit more hopeful than what she 
felt. 

“No, Ma, I don’t think it would end of 
it so soon. Those documents could make 
a case against me, even though the only 
thing it proves is that I was in 
proximity of crime scene. I have no 
motivation or reason to kill Ashok, my 
boss. I am hoping that they have no 
other evidence that implicates me to 
the murder. They did not share with me 
anything else, like the driver license 
they showed me; thus I am assuming that 
they do not have any evidence against 
me except proximity. But then proximity 
can prove my presence and added with 
any other proof could implicate me. 
Hopefully Sam will be able to find 
insider information on what exactly 
police have as evidence and why they 
think I might have killed Ashok. Once 
we have at least some clue about it, 
then only, we can decide on future 
course of action” Uma clarified. 

“You are right in that point but 
irrespective of what we find about the 
murder and drunk girl case, we need to 
react to the driver license and car RC 
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book being in your name” Uma’s father 
had further concerns. 

“Yes, I need to submit a complaint that 
I have come to know about issue of 
driver’s license and RC Book in my name 
and address even though I never 
requested for it, or passed the test 
etc. or bought a car even. Maybe get 
police to file an FIR on this. This is 
definitely a criminal offense to use 
false name and address in these 
official documents. I think we can do 
this tomorrow itself, but we will need 
the driver license number and car 
license plate number. Maybe I will have 
to file a Right to Information (RTI) 
application to access this details at 
transport ministry office or somewhere” 
Uma suggested actions to do. 

“Uma, also, we need to check with Bank 
if any car loan has been issued in your 
name or the building security on any 
car listed in your name. Maybe check 
with office also for any car listed 
against your name. You never know where 
all this person might have put your 
name! And why? Oh! Even check with 
traffic police on any accidents against 
the driver license number and car 
license number! Yes, I think we can do 
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these next few days while Sam finds 
information from police higher ups. 
Then we can decide on Sunday on what we 
should do next and how to approach the 
police in the murder case where you are 
suspect.” Uma’s father responded, happy 
that there was some plan of action.  

Uma’s father was a man of few words and 
liked it when there was an action plan 
since he was more of a doer than 
wonderer. He didn’t like it at all 
today morning when he felt helpless 
with no information at all except that 
they needed to fly down to Uma, 
immediate and urgently. They imagined 
all kind of issues with Uma but were 
thankful that she was safe and sound. 

Uma was happy that she had her parents 
with her. The trip to police station 
did not turn out to be too scary as 
expected by her, she was treated quite 
courteously by the police but the whole 
thought of being implicated for 
someone’s murder itself was extremely 
scary for her. She decided to take two 
weeks leave from work and spend time 
with her parents and ensure that the 
mystery was resolved. She could not 
bear to concentrate on her work with 
such criminal accusation on her. 
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When Uma called up her office to inform 
them about leave, nobody had a clue 
about the police station incidence. She 
had spoken to HR head, who was a lady 
and friend of Uma’s. She had not heard 
anything and nor any of her colleagues 
knew anything. It seems police had not 
approached the office people on the 
murder and obviously not spoken to them 
about Uma either. She agreed to not 
breathe a word to anyone about the 
incident and speak only with senior 
executive currently acting as the 
country head and officially take 
approval for leave for Uma stating her 
mother was terribly sick. 

Next day morning, Uma and her father 
went to local regional transport office 
to submit application about false 
driver’s license and RC Book in Uma’s 
name. The officer did not accepted 
their application, even after much 
persuasion. 

“No, No, you would have to come next 
week. I will have to discuss with the 
commissioner of transport authority to 
decide about such an application. I 
have never received such a request to 
cancel one’s driver license and RC 
Book.  
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Also, I will advise you to lodge a 
report with the police about 
falsification of personal details, with 
exact details of the driver’s license 
and car registration details.  

I think, if you have copy of the FIR 
with the application then I can request 
my commissioner to act on the request. 
In fact, the police will actually come 
to my commissioner to take an action on 
the FIR.  

Yes, I think best action for you will 
be to file an FIR with the police, 
demanding action on the dubious person 
masquerading as you.” Officer gave a 
long monologue on the possible next 
steps for them instead of asking him to 
do anything!  

 

“Dad, I think I will speak with Sam and 
see what information he has gathered 
till now and if we should go back to 
the city police station or not. The 
details of the driver license and car 
number plate will be only with that 
police station, or rather Inspector 
Khan and Inspector Rane. If we directly 
approach them, they may not share 
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information but if Sam gets the top 
police official to speak with them then 
hopefully they’d share it” Uma spoke to 
her Dad once they came out of the 
transport office. 

“Yes, you are right but either ways, we 
will have to do it today and not push 
it to next week. Filing an FIR on this 
dubious person claiming to be you and 
using a driver’s license in your name 
is also a proof point that you were not 
that person. Let us go home and then 
call Sam” her father agreed. 

 

“Sam, what is going on? Were you able 
to gather any further information?” Uma 
called Sam as soon as they reached 
home. 

“Yes, I spoke with the area police 
chief. He knew Khan and Rane. He said 
if it was questioning then there is 
nothing to worry about. He said they 
routinely question hundred people or 
more in a case like Ashok’s. As long as 
you answered everything truthfully, 
there is nothing to worry about” Sam 
answered trying to put Uma at ease. 

“That is fine, Sam but Dad and I were 
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planning to file an FIR on this dubious 
person using my name. We need the 
driver’s license number and car number 
plate which Rane had shown me.” Uma was 
relieved but as her Dad had pointed 
out, the filing of FIR against the 
dubious person seemed important to her. 

“Nah, all that is not needed at this 
stage. It might even be a false paper 
they might have used to alarm you and 
get truth out of you” Sam tried to 
trivialize it. 

“Would they do that? Show false papers? 
No, the paper had my picture too. Would 
they go to extent of getting my 
photograph and making up such 
document?” Uma found this incredulous. 

“Yes, yes, they do this all the time to 
put pressure on the witnesses. Just 
relax as of now.” Sam insisted. 

“Okay, I will discuss with Dad” Uma 
finally gave up, feeling the assertive 
note in Sam’s voice. 

Her dad was standing next to her and 
heard the whole conversation. He was 
also a bit surprised but with police 
going to extent of making up false 
documents to implicate someone. 
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“No, Uma, I do not agree. Made up 
documents or not, we need to file this 
FIR that we heard about a person 
masquerading as you. My gut feeling is 
that this is important. I say let me 
just meet with this Khan or Rane. I 
think they will understand a father 
being concerned about his daughter. 
This is a very serious charge and I do 
not feel comfortable ignoring it. I 
feel we might land in bigger problems 
later on, if we do not close this matter 
right now.” Her father stated his 
heart’s feelings. 

“Yes, I agree with your father, Uma. 
Small city or big city, this is very 
serious matter. We cannot ignore it 
like this. We don’t know if there is 
some kind of conspiracy here. We all 
saw the news item on the TV, so it is 
not something the police have made up. 
There was a woman in the car, obviously 
she had a driver’s license and car had 
a number plate too. The reporter kept 
repeating your name as well. There is 
more to it than what Sam is thinking. 
The police official might be thinking 
it’s a routine matter but for us it’s 
a big thing. Do listen to your father 
on this. Let him speak with the 
inspectors. Your Dad was in the 
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government service and he has dealt 
with the law in his office dealings, so 
he knows how things go” Uma’s mother 
joined in the conversation. 

“Yes, your mother is right, we cannot 
deny that the woman who used your name 
exists, we saw her on the TV! Didn’t 
we? And yes, I have worked with the 
police in my government job. There is 
no harm in speaking with them. As a 
daughter’s father, my concerns are 
genuine and I am sure the inspectors 
will understand it. Let us go the city 
police station after lunch and see if 
those inspectors are there or not” 
Uma’s father was much emboldened by her 
mother’s support and his mind seemed 
made. 

“Alright, as you say.” Uma agreed with 
her parents. In her mind, she also was 
a little taken aback the way Sam was 
trivializing the issue. It could be 
possible he did not see the news report 
and probably since he dealt with 
criminals all the time, this all seems 
so procedural to him. She never had 
such an experience and thus she was 
feeling it much differently, she 
consoled herself. She didn’t like her 
father’s pointing out concern on her 
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being a daughter but then she didn’t 
want to ever be questioned again by the 
police so she did want her father to 
speak to the inspectors and gather the 
details. 

They went to the city police station 
but none of the inspectors were 
available there. The officer on duty 
refused to file an FIR without relevant 
details. He asked them to come next 
day. They tried to find inspector Khan 
and Rane but they were informed that 
they were not there in this police 
station that day. The person on the 
information counter was not aware when 
they might come. After much 
apprehension, they approached an 
inspector who seemed helpful. He said 
he knew inspector Khan and Rane. He 
expected them to indeed visit the 
police station the next day for some 
exchange of files on some other case. 
He said he will inform them about Uma’s 
father’s enquiries, if he sees them. He 
even took down their contact 
information to pass to inspector Khan 
and Rane. There was no point hanging 
around the police station, so father 
and daughter returned back home, 
planning to return the next day. 
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4	  –	  Uma	  is	  dead	  
 

Next day, Chaturvedi family woke up to 
shocking news. This news was not on TV 
at all but in the newspaper; though not 
even on front page but somewhere in 
middle pages where city crimes are 
reported, a small news item was about 
a woman named Uma Chaturvedi, found 
dead in an apartment in the suburbs. 
The tiny article only mentioned that 
she was a young woman lived alone and 
possibly a thief barged into her 
apartment in middle of the night, in 
order to burgle, she might have woken 
up and the thief might have killed her 
taken by surprise. Uma’s mother read 
the news first and drew the family’s 
attention to it. 

“Terrible news! Uma, we need to go meet 
with inspectors immediately” Uma’s 
father was extremely alarmed. 

They reached the police station quite 
early in the morning. It bore sort of 
a deserted look. When asked about Khan 
and Rane, they were asked to wait 
outside since the inspectors had not 
arrived yet. Outside there was no place 
to sit or wait so they went out to a 
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small coffee shop on the other side of 
the road and waited there. They could 
see the entrance of the police station 
from there, so they hoped they’d see 
the inspectors come and then they would 
go back in. After many cups of coffee 
and couple of hours later Uma saw 
Inspector Rane enter the station on an 
old scooter. They had been inside the 
station a few times in the meanwhile 
but were asked to wait and they just 
came back to coffee shop. Uma signaled 
her father.  

“Papa, I see inspector Rane on the 
scooter going in the station. See that 
old blue scooter?” Uma pointed out to 
her father. 

“Oh yes, I see that blue one which he 
is parking near the broken down car in 
front of station entrance, okay, let 
go!” Uma’s father rose from the chair 
and dashed towards the payment counter. 
He quickly paid for the recent cup of 
coffee that was half drunk and they 
made a quick exit. 

They saw Rane enter the station but 
once they reached the lobby, they 
couldn’t see where he went. They asked 
the inspector with whom they made 
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enquiries earlier yesterday, he said he 
didn’t see Rane come but he asked a 
constable to go find him.  The 
inspector asked them to wait while he 
busied himself with some file he had in 
his hand. 

A few minutes passed and the constable 
returned. Rane was not with him. He 
said Rane has asked him to tell Uma 
that he will meet them after lunch in 
room number 4!  Officer standing there 
told Uma that it is nearly lunchtime 
already so they should come back in 
about two hours. He felt bad for 
father-daughter duo having waited for 
many hours, so he said he’d remind 
Inspector Rane. Uma was a bit 
disappointed but her father said this 
is a good sign that inspector has given 
them specific time, which means he will 
surely meet them, else he would have 
asked them to come next day or even 
later. That lifted Uma’s mood. She said 
she knew a nice restaurant nearby where 
they could have lunch. She said she’d 
call and inform her mother about this; 
else she’d be waiting for them for 
lunch. 

After the lunch and a stroll around the 
place, it was about two hours since 
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they had come out of the police 
station. Uma and her father reached the 
police station; the officer with whom 
they spoke earlier was still seated on 
a chair near a desk. He asked one of 
the constables to take them to the room 
4 where Rane had called them. When they 
reached the room, they found it to be 
empty. It was the same room where Uma 
was brought in for questioning. The 
constable said they should wait there 
and left. They didn’t know much else to 
do than simply wait. 

“What can I do for you?” Rane asked. He 
had come after about an hour of them 
waiting there. He came to the point 
without any greetings. 

“Hello, Sir, this is my father.” Uma 
promptly introduced her father 
gesturing him to start the 
conversation. 

“Yes, Rane Sir, I wanted to meet with 
you about this serious concern.  One is 
about the Ashok’s case and second is 
about this woman who is supposedly also 
known as Uma Chaturvedi, same name as 
my daughter. Could she be the women who 
was found drunk that day?” Uma’s father 
pushed the folded newspaper showing the 
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news item about the woman’s murder in 
Inspector Rane’s hand. 

Rane gestured both of them to sit and 
he occupied another chair on other side 
of the plastic table in the room. 

Rane seemed unmoved, even though he did 
take a few seconds to read the 
article’s few lines. He kept the 
newspaper with him and asked Uma’s 
father “So, what about it?” 

“Well, Sir, first thing is that we want 
to file an FIR stating that someone is 
using Uma’s name in driver’s license 
and car RC book. Secondly, we wish to 
know if it was this girl doing it or 
not” Uma’s father stated as plainly as 
possible with him, pushing back all his 
emotions, mimicking Rane’s body 
language of complete ease. 

“Alright, this can be done. I do not 
have the papers with me as of now to 
give you the driver’s license number or 
the number plate of the car. Inspector 
Khan and I would be here tomorrow 
afternoon.  If you could come again 
tomorrow, I think, we could file your 
report on Uma’s name being used. I will 
let you know tomorrow. 
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Whether the girl reported in the 
newspaper is the girl using Uma’s name 
or not, we cannot share that 
information with you as of now. We are 
still investigating. Tomorrow, when 
Inspector Khan is also there, we can 
decide on whether we can share it with 
you or not.”  Inspector Rane said. 
Though he was very plain speaking, he 
spoke logically and Mr. Chaturvedi was 
happy about it. Uma seemed a bit 
anxious and she couldn’t wait. It was 
matter of life and death for her but 
this inspector seemed as if he couldn’t 
care less about the whole case! 

“Quite fine, Inspector Rane, thank you. 
Uma and I will be here at 2pm tomorrow 
to meet with you and Inspector Khan. I 
really appreciate all the time you’ve 
given us today to hear us out. As father 
of daughter, you can understand my 
immense concern at this framing of my 
daughter in a murder case but I do thank 
you for your polite questioning. My 
daughter was quite scared but you all 
made her comfortable. I am sure you 
would realize very soon that my 
daughter is blameless in this matter” 
Uma’s father shook hands with inspector 
Rane for the longest time.  
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Rane nodded his head in seemingly 
genuine understanding of Uma’s father’s 
concerns and didn’t snatch his hands 
away. 

“Why dad, you didn’t insist he write 
the report today itself? He could have 
called Inspector Khan on phone and 
asked, isn’t it?” Uma asked grudgingly 
as soon as they were outside the police 
station. 

“No, Uma, you have to be patient. 
Police does not like pushy people. Be 
generally agreeable and your things 
will move. See, he said he will write 
the report and also tell us about that 
woman” Uma’s father was indeed a 
patient man, and knew that police 
worked at a snail’s pace. 

“As if he is doing us a big favor by 
writing the report! It is his duty to 
do so! Actually he only promised to let 
us know if he will file report and let 
us know about the woman or not! We don’t 
know still if the actual FIR will be 
filed tomorrow or not! God knows how 
many days that would need” Uma was 
impatient. 

Uma’s father simply laughed in 
response. Uma smiled back. She felt 
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happy that her father finally smiled 
after all these days of immense stress 
on the whole family. 

 

“Boss, amazing news!” Rane called up 
Khan as soon as Uma and her father 
stepped out of the room. 

“What is it?” Khan was a bit irritated. 
He was outside his senior’s office, 
waiting for opportunity to speak with 
him about a transfer to a police 
station near his home, he has been 
requesting for many months now.  

“It seems the other Uma Chaturvedi is 
dead!” Rane told Khan. 

“What? There did exist another Uma? How 
do you know?” Khan was surprised. 

Rane explained all details about 
father-daughter duo’s visit and them 
sharing this newspaper article about a 
dead woman also named Uma Chaturvedi. 

“Please find who is handling this case. 
There are two police stations in that 
area.  By the way, I must mention, Mr. 
Singh, our assistant commissioner of 
police was asking me about this case. 
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It seems someone had spoken to him 
about it and wanted to know where we 
stand on Uma” Khan shared back with 
Rane. 

“You didn’t ask who asked?” Rane was a 
bit irritated. He didn’t like people 
who approached higher ups to put 
pressure on them about case. 

“Yes, I did. It is a person called 
Sameer Kapoor. He is a senior counsel 
for Ashok’s firm. Probably they were 
concerned about us questioning one of 
their employees. I told him it was a 
routine questioning but we are 
beginning to think Ashok’s death was an 
accident. This new Uma Chaturvedi 
getting killed does twist the case 
completely, I guess” Khan shared. 

“Yes, it does! My hunch is that Ashok’s 
death and this shadow woman of Uma 
Chaturvedi are linked with each other. 
Well, let me find out about the new 
murder case and will call you back. I 
am myself so intrigued!” Rane replied. 

By early evening they were in the one 
of the suburb police stations, talking 
to Inspector Kale. He was handling the 
case of the other Uma Chaturvedi. 
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“Well, we found that this woman was not 
Uma Chaturvedi at all. She was Sheila 
Joseph. Initially they found this 
driver’s license in pocket of her 
pants. Her home was strewn around. 
Things were all upside down. Seems like 
the robber or robbers took away most of 
the valuables. Later on, some of her 
relatives from next building came and 
that is how we identified her to be 
Sheila Joseph. The apartment was also 
rented in name of Sheila Joseph. We 
don’t know why she had this driver’s 
license, that too in her pant pocket 
and not in her purse. Her relatives 
couldn’t think of any reason for murder 
or foul play. They say she was a happy-
go-lucky girl who worked in a private 
bank as a clerk. She was doing very 
well for herself. They say they think 
she did have a boyfriend but they never 
met him. She once mentioned to her 
cousin about possibility of her getting 
married next year. That cousin says she 
showed her a very expensive bracelet 
and said her boyfriend had given her 
but refused to divulge his name, saying 
that she will share when time is right. 
Overall, it seems clear case of 
robbery. In fact, the robbers took away 
her car too as their getaway vehicle” 
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shared Inspector Kale. 

“Ah! Is that so? Do you know number 
plate of her car?” Asked Rane 
anxiously. 

“I don’t have it right now; the 
association president of the building 
was to inform me. Nobody remembered the 
number but they were sure it had 
building parking sticker. I will ask 
and let you know. Is it important to 
you guys?” Asked inspector Kale. 

“Yes, it is. If it is possible, can you 
please check it right now? It will 
confirm if this person is same as the 
one from our case.” Inspector Rane 
insisted politely. 

“Yes, sure. I have his number” Kale 
responded and he immediately proceeded 
to call over his mobile phone. 

As Kale wrote down the number on a piece 
of paper, Rane immediately opened his 
file that had the RC Book copy.  

“Yes, it is the same number!” exclaimed 
Rane as he matched the license plate 
number. 

“Wow, so the shadow Uma Chaturvedi was 
actually Sheila Joseph! We need to now 
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unravel the mystery behind use of this 
name! Did Sheila Joseph know Ashok? 
What was she doing in MG Street Friday 
night? Let us visit Sheila Joseph’s 
house and talk to her relative and also 
colleagues at the bank, tomorrow 
morning” Khan was also surprised and 
full of questions. 

“Oh! I told real Uma and her father 
that we will meet them tomorrow” Rane 
remembered. 

“Call her and ask her to come day after 
tomorrow. We need to find out all this, 
there is no point of talking to Uma 
without knowing all about Sheila 
Joseph” replied Khan calmly. 

“Yes, you are right.  I will call her 
on her mobile. He mobile number is 
right here in this file!” Rane said and 
immediate called and told Uma to come 
day after. He was polite this time and 
even asked her to call him on his mobile 
if any concern or further information. 

On the other side Uma was fuming. She 
felt she was being given short end of 
the pole. Her father was strangely 
relaxed.  

“Uma, why would the inspector call, 
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tell you to come next day and give you 
his own mobile number if he was blowing 
you off? Surely he must be in something 
important! Believe me, no inspector is 
so courteous if he thinks you are 
accused. I think that woman who died 
was indeed the one who was misusing 
your name and may be of many others. 
Inspector must be in thick of 
investigation. He would not want to 
waste his time explaining things to 
you. I know the feeling of unknown is 
making us tense but the way things are 
going, I feel things are getting 
better. If police do find out that the 
woman who has died was the one misusing 
your name, then you are vindicated. I 
am happy we went to meet the inspector. 
He might have seemed rude to you but to 
me, he seemed very logical and I also 
felt that he did not think you were an 
accused. I know the body language of a 
cop when he is interacting with someone 
who is accused of a crime, as heinous 
as a murder. This guy was considerably 
polite. You think police is like your 
corporate office staff. They are very 
different, my dear. I feel more at 
peace now that inspector himself called 
and informed us. At the least we don’t 
have to while our time away at that 
coffee place!! I cannot bear to drink 
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even a single drop of that lousy coffee 
anymore.” Uma’s father responded quite 
pleasantly and went back to pouring 
over the newspapers. 

They were now subscribing to four 
newspapers to see if there was any more 
mention of anything related to Uma.  

There was none. 

Uma also did feel at peace, banking on 
her father’s experience with the cops. 
Yes, she indeed was thinking that the 
police should be working like her 
corporate office staff. In her mind, 
Uma accepted her mistake and relaxed. 
Her mind went to Sam. Strangely he did 
not call after her call the other day. 
She did try to call him yesterday 
morning but his phone seemed out of 
reach. 

As if her father read her thoughts, he 
asked, “Did you hear from Sam anything 
more?” 

“No, Dad, his phone is out of reach 
since yesterday. I tried twice already. 
I have sent an SMS for him to call me. 
I don’t know where he is. I am thinking 
of going to his place to meet with him”, 
replied Uma. 
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Next day, Khan and Rane were at Sheila 
Joseph’s apartment. All her relatives 
were at her funeral so Khan and Rane 
couldn’t meet them but they decided to 
have a look at her apartment in the 
meanwhile. It was a regular middle 
class place, sparsely furnished but 
comfortable. It seems it was cleaned up 
after the police had done their 
investigations of the robbery and 
murder. The first thing Khan noticed 
was that there were no marks of forced 
entry on the front door or any windows 
or balcony door.  

“Need to check in the case file, what 
the mode of entry of the robbers was 
and also what all is missing. What is 
all that valuable with a young girl who 
is a clerk in a bank yet living all by 
herself in this rental apartment?” Khan 
thought to himself. 

Khan noticed her purse on a side table. 
He opened it and found the money purse 
that had the credit cards and also a 
driver’s license in her own name. There 
was no money in the purse. Obviously 
the robbers would have robbed it. 
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Khan’s thoughts went to the driver’s 
license in name of Uma. 

“Why would Sheila have driver’s license 
in Uma’s name in her pant pocket and 
not in her purse?” Khan wondered 
loudly. 

“Are you asking me?” Rane was startled 
at sudden question from Khan. 

“Well, I am asking Sheila Joseph! This 
question, only she can answer! I do 
find it odd that she has her own 
driver’s license in her purse but 
license in name of Uma was in her 
pocket! Was it that important?” Khan 
gave a huge sigh at improbability of 
getting an answer. 

“You are right, Khan. Just a hunch, 
could it be possible that the robber 
was actually after the driver’s 
license? He searched everywhere but 
couldn’t find it? Like us, even he 
couldn’t imagine driver’s license will 
be in her pant pocket! In his 
frustration, he killed her and then he 
took all the money and valuables to 
make it look like a robbery? It is 
interesting that robber also took away 
the car. How did the robber know which 
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was her car? Which robber would take 
away the car, any ways, except the one 
who realizes it importance at linking 
with Uma Chaturvedi! Of course he 
forgot that it is not the car but the 
number plate of the car which links 
irrespective of the physical absence of 
the car!” Rane remarked. 

“Oh! Rane, amazing thing you’ve said” 
Khan said in an impressed tone. 

“What? What did I say?” Rane said in an 
amused voice. 

“Well, you’ve pointed out the 
difference, which is frustration of the 
killer or robber. Even if it is being 
shown as a robbery, it could have been 
a crime of passion. We can know this; 
the way Sheila was killed. Kale said 
she was stabbed. The way she was 
stabbed can clearly demonstrate if it 
was crime of passion or simple 
incidental killing. If the killer was 
after something, maybe driver’s license 
and killed her since he did not find 
it, then the wounds on her will tell us 
the fact. They will definitely be 
different than made by a robber who 
simply wants to get away. Also we must 
show Inspector Kedia and constable 
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Malathi, Sheila’s photograph to check 
if indeed Sheila was the one who was 
arrested that day” Khan explained. 

“Yes, boss! That is why you are the 
boss!” Laughed Rane. He loved the way 
Khan was able to get through the 
mundane things to find what was 
relevant. 

“I didn’t see her mobile phone in her 
purse. Obviously the robber must have 
taken it. Let us get details of all the 
calls made or received on her mobile 
phone from the mobile company. We also 
need to know location of the Sheila’s 
phone on the day when Ashok was killed. 
We can get the mobile number from her 
relatives, if Kale does not have it 
already. Let us question the relatives’ 
day after tomorrow, today they’d be too 
emotional and waste too much of our 
time in their stories of her. Tomorrow, 
we need to collate all the mobile phone 
details. We might get hint about the 
killer from her mobile phone, if the 
killer knew her, which I have gut 
feeling, that is so.” Khan had the 
action plan, ready, in his head. 

Next day they met with Uma and her 
father. Khan did not divulge any 
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information at all. He got the 
complaint written down as an FIR on 
someone using Uma’s name. Told them 
that the woman who died was most likely 
the woman who was pretending to be Uma 
and instead had a detailed questioning 
session with Uma for possible reason 
why her name was being used. They 
understood details of her job as legal 
consultant. Uma could not come up with 
any viable reason why her name could be 
used. She was just a legal counsel, 
practically a paper pusher who 
converted the deals into legal 
documents. Though getting those clearly 
done was of great importance for the 
company but she has no role to be played 
in the deal itself, she never had much 
dealing with money linked with any of 
the deals. She could not think of any 
person having vendetta against her, nor 
she could think of a way anyone could 
profit using her name. 

“Did you help company monetarily in any 
manner? Maybe not as part of deal but 
otherwise?” Khan wanted to dig deeper. 
Why the name Uma Chaturvedi and nobody 
else, was a question that was coming up 
in his mind multiple times and he 
couldn’t think of an answer. 
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“There is only one time, I helped the 
company explain the various foreign 
exchange dealings to the enforcement 
directorate. I didn’t help company 
monetarily but in some ways connected 
with money. It made Mr. Ashok extremely 
happy and he rewarded me with a salary 
hike. Mind you, everything was totally 
legal. It was only a complicated deal 
and transfer of money across multiple 
entities due to the way company laws 
work across various countries. The 
company was not questioned again by the 
enforcement directorate”, Uma 
responded after a bit of thinking. She 
didn’t want to bring in the incident of 
questioning by enforcement 
directorate. She wasn’t sure how the 
police will interpret it and if there 
will be any fallback on the company due 
to this confession. 

Khan’s eyes became small with him 
focusing on his thoughts. “Is there 
some slimy foreign exchange racket 
involved here? If enforcement 
directorate had questioned, then surely 
they would have had something major and 
huge amount else they don’t bother.” 
Khan’s thought hard. 

“How much money was involved?” Khan 
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finally asked Uma after silence of many 
minutes which seemed like hours. 

“About a hundred million dollars” Uma 
muttered. She didn’t like further 
questioning. She knew she did wrong by 
divulging a company secret. She didn’t 
feel comfortable. 

“Wow, that is huge. But you say 
enforcement directorate didn’t not 
question the company after that?” Khan 
asked Uma. 

“Yes, they did not. Everything was in 
order and all foreign exchange 
permissions and notification done as 
per foreign exchange regulations. There 
is a notification on completions of 
enquiry in the office with the finance 
department.” Uma perked up. Khan seemed 
to accept her stand. 

Khan did accept and ended the 
questioning. He politely told her 
father that there was nothing to worry 
and he would get back to them once the 
investigation was over but they should 
remain in the city and accessible over 
mobile phone. He further suggested that 
Uma remains at home all the time for 
next few days, though he did not think 
she was under any threat but it would 
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be better to be careful. 

Uma’s father was completely charmed, 
relieved but alarmed at same time. He 
was happy that police didn’t think of 
his daughter as a culprit but instead 
a victim but did not like that she could 
be in harm’s way. 

“That reminds me, Inspector, to mention 
that Uma’s friend Sam is missing since 
yesterday or day before, we don’t know. 
I am not sure if it is related or not 
but I thought of mentioning it you 
since you mentioned about us being 
alert. His family is trying to search 
for him but haven’t found any clue.” He 
blurted out even though Uma was 
gesturing him to not. 

“What is his name, you said?” Rane’s 
ears perked up wondering if heard the 
name correctly. 

“Sam, Sameer Kapoor” Uma’s father 
replied. 

Rane looked at Khan in a knowing 
manner. Khan also remembered that Sam 
was the person who enquired with the 
ACP about the case. 

“Is there a missing person report 
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filed?” Khan asked matter of fact 
manner. 

“No, his family is trying to trace him. 
You know these youngsters; they decide 
to take a trip suddenly to somewhere. 
Will keep you informed, if something 
comes up. I just thought I’d mention. 
This may be nothing actually” Uma’s 
father babbled with Uma giving him 
angry looks. 

“That is fine Mr. Chaturvedi. Yes, keep 
sharing any information you may have, 
even if it seems pointless, we do not 
know what will come in handy when! 
Alright then, we will call you if there 
is something.” Khan stood up and shook 
hands with Uma’s father signaling end 
of the meeting. Uma and her father left 
the room, quite pleased with the 
outcome of the meeting. 

Khan and Rane had tons of paper reports 
waiting for them that didn’t allow them 
to ponder much on their meeting with 
Uma and her father. 

Sheila’s phone records had tons of 
phone numbers. Khan had asked details 
of the last ten phone calls on Sheila’s 
number. Most interesting was that she 
had called one number many times that 
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day and that phone number registered as 
Uma Chaturvedi’s!  The location of 
Sheila’s phone was indeed in the area 
of Ashok’s apartment the night Ashok 
died. Another interesting aspect was 
that later, early morning, possibly 
when she was being arrested for drunk 
driving, she had called the same number 
that was listed as belonging to Uma 
Chaturvedi. In fact, there were 
multiple calls to and from that number 
to Sheila that morning. Khan tried to 
call the number but it was switched 
off. Khan immediately asked the police 
interface to mobile companies to find 
location of that number and asked him 
to get details of all phone calls from 
or to Sheila’s number for past whole 
week. He wanted to check if Sheila knew 
Ashok. If she was supposedly in Ashok’s 
apartment, she had to know him. 

“Rane, I got interesting news for you. 
It seems there is some other person 
also involved, or may be many more. 
Sheila was likely at Ashok’s apartment 
the night Ashok died. Her phone 
location was in the area the whole 
night Ashok was killed. Interestingly, 
the last phone call and many calls at 
the time she was arrested for drunk 
driving are to a phone number listed as 
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Uma’s! There is a call from Ashok to 
her on Friday in the afternoon!” Khan 
shared with Rane. 

Rane on other side was poring over the 
post mortem report. 

“Boss, that’s really interesting and I 
have interesting news here too. There 
are a number of stab wounds and deep 
ones too, one directly into her heart 
which tells that this is most likely a 
crime of passion. That sort of implies 
that the killer knew her and was very 
angry with her. Usually stabbing when 
someone wants to get away after a 
robbery or something is usual 
superficial. The robber wants the 
person to be hurt enough to stop 
running after him or her. Robber would 
not want to take too much time in 
killing the person, instead would 
rather like to hurt the victim enough 
for the robber to get away quickly. 
These stab wounds imply the stabber was 
outraged about something and in anger 
or passion wanted the person to die 
without any chance of survival. 

I also checked with Inspector Kedia and 
constable Malathi, they think the 
person who was arrested was very likely 
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Sheila but they are not completely 
sure. It is difficult to be sure based 
on a photograph of a person and a person 
one saw in quite a disheveled state but 
they agreed that chances that it was 
the same girl is quite high.” Rane 
laughed sheepishly realizing he was 
talking about a dead woman, but he was 
happy that his theory was coming true. 

“Rane, this is indeed very thought 
provoking interpretations but I am 
worried more now. This implies there is 
larger motive and group of people 
involved. Possibly in some kind of 
money related crime. We now have more 
questions even though we got answers to 
some of the earlier questions! What is 
link between Ashok, Sheila, Uma and the 
killer or killers? Who else might be 
there? What is the motive in killing 
Sheila? Or Ashok? What does the 
driver’s license signify so important? 
Of course, the biggest question of all, 
why Uma?” Khan signed again. Sheepish 
smile Rane had on his face was replaced 
with frown lines. 

“Tell me, what is the aspects of Ashok 
and Sheila we should investigate? I 
think we have only looked at them as 
victims of crime. Could there be 
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something these two people knew which 
other did not want world to know? Was 
there some kind of a shady deal which 
fell apart? One or both of them cheated 
someone else of the supposedly deserved 
money? Well, since now, we think money 
is very likely involved, we need to get 
into the financial history of both. 
What and how much was their income, 
their investments, is there any 
discrepancy? If so, what could be 
source? I think that will lead us the 
possible causes. Money is huge 
motivation for people taking blood on 
their hands. As the proverb goes that 
money, women and land are three reason 
why men shed blood! True or not, but 
either or all of these are definitely 
reasons behind any crime. Don’t you 
think so, Khan?” Rane said. 

“That is indeed a bulls-eye, Rane. I 
had same thoughts. A hundred million 
dollars foreign exchange deals was one 
deal being investigated by enforcement 
directorate. Uma said she has been 
handling many big deals lately and that 
is why she had been interacting with 
Ashok. With such magnitude of money 
involved, greedy people latching on and 
doing mischief should not be 
surprising.” Khan agreed with Rane. 
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“And when some of the ill-gotten wealth 
seems sliding away, one resorts to 
crime and violence to try get it back! 
Isn’t it interesting that one doesn’t 
resort to crime when one loses hard-
earned money, because one feels 
confident of earning it back again, but 
chances of the ill-gotten money is not 
often to come by, so one would get much 
angrier if one seems to lose it.” Rane 
replied quite philosophically. 

“Well, we need to focus on the new 
mobile number registered under Uma’s 
name. To me that would hold the clue to 
the extended set of people linked with 
both the murders, just like it linked 
Sheila and Ashok.” Khan brought Rane 
back to the real world. 
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5	  –	  The	  corporate	  
 

At U-Mart, the international retail 
firm that was to tie-up with T Global 
to create chain of retail stores, 
things weren’t going very good for the 
executive in charge of the deal. The 
executive, Mahesh Subramanian, was 
under a lot of pressure to deliver on 
the deal. The global senior executives 
had patiently spent money like water 
for all variety of things as asked by 
Mahesh. Mahesh had proudly shared back 
the granting of license as a big 
milestone. The senior executives were 
happy but didn’t want to delay any more 
in starting the chain of stores. They 
wanted to capitalize on the first 
movers’ advantage. With opening of 
economy and growth of tech industry, 
the upwardly mobile citizens were 
having larger wallets to spend on 
luxury goods and that market was just 
waiting to be captured. From Mahesh’s 
side all documents were ready. Just 
last week, Ashok had informed that they 
too were in last phase of verifying the 
terms and conditions and the formal 
deal could be inked in next month 
itself. They could think of launching 
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a pilot store within weeks. Instead, 
providence had something else in mind! 

Death of Ashok, the country head of T 
Global, had put the whole deal in 
jeopardy. The new acting country head, 
Hirani, wanted to tread cautiously and 
was reviewing the whole deal and 
contract, yet again. It had taken a 
good year of work going from multiple 
government agencies to financial 
organizations to get the deal so close 
to the closure. It was not at all easy 
for a foreign company to do business in 
the country, that too in retail. The 
strong association of small time 
traders were totally against large 
international organizations trying to 
gobble up their business. It had needed 
a strong political will to make this 
happen. That had been possible only 
because of Ashok, who had pushed his 
contacts in political parties in the 
country to get the required licenses 
etc. It did cost U-Mart quite a bit but 
it had happened in less than six 
months. That itself was a big 
achievement for Mahesh. He could ill 
afford this review by T Global at this 
late stage. He decided to call upon 
Hirani and have a heart to heart talk 
with him, apprise him about all the 
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groundwork that had already gone into 
the deal. Hopefully that would give 
Hirani some confidence; else Mahesh 
would have to think of the last option 
of dropping T Global and picking up 
another partner.  

On other hand, he was happy that he had 
pushed Ashok to get the licenses in U-
Mart’s name, after all, the entire 
price to make the licenses happen was 
paid by U-Mart! In fact, U-Mart had 
readily spent money like water on 
those. Call it sheer luck or gut 
feeling, it had just occurred to Mahesh 
at spur of moment. Ashok and he were 
discussing the complexity in getting 
the license even though Ashok had good 
links with the minister. Conversation 
was veering towards more money for U-
mart to spend since T Global could ill 
afford that kind of money especially in 
foreign exchange. Mahesh knew he had a 
strong hand with his senior executives 
abroad and could make available that 
kind of money and that too in foreign 
currency. That was the key strength, he 
brought to table when he had joined U-
Mart as local chief executive. Today, 
in the current situation, U-Mart had 
the flexibility to change the partners; 
it would cost them more time but not 
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the kind of money it had needed to get 
those licenses with the easy terms and 
conditions. He had invited Hirani to 
his plush boardroom for business 
meeting. 

 “Happy to finally meet with you, 
Mahesh. Had heard all good things from 
Ashok. Its indeed sad about Ashok, just 
unbelievable, isn’t it?” Hirani 
greeted. 

“My condolences to you and your 
company. I am sure Ashok was too 
precious. Surely, the whole company 
must be shocked at his sudden demise” 
Mahesh said quite warmly. 

“Yes indeed, I am still in shock! Just 
cannot believe Ashok is no more, but, 
then the show must go on! This deal was 
Ashok’s dream and he worked so hard for 
it.” Hirani said regretfully. 

“U-Mart is really lucky to have you as 
our partners. Ashok really helped move 
the deal in record time. We could have 
been signing it in a few days as he had 
told me just last week! Now that you 
are here, I do expect we will get same 
support from you” Mahesh reciprocated 
the warmth and hoped he could get 
Hirani infused with enthusiasm over the 
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deal. 

“Yes, indeed, in business, there is no 
time to waste over our personal 
emotions etc. That is exactly my job 
now, to ensure we sign on the dotted 
lines as soon as possible” Hirani sat 
down breathing a loud sigh as Mahesh 
offered him some tea. He gestured the 
assistant to pour a cup for Hirani. As 
she was done pouring out two cups for 
both executives, Mahesh signaled her to 
leave. Hirani and Mahesh were alone in 
the room. 

“Hirani, I will come down to business 
right away. U-Mart has a lot invested 
in this venture. I hope you do know we 
had to spend money like water on the 
licenses and government approval. 
Expansion in this geography is core to 
our business. Plan is to invest 
something like a billion dollar for 
this geo. This country has potential to 
become our largest market. With all the 
groundwork in place, I think it is time 
we move forward from MOU and solidify 
the partnership into a co-venture 
company. I hear that you have some 
apprehensions. I want to hear from you 
and clarify to you, anything and 
everything. We have to move foward” 
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implored Mahesh to Hirani. 

Hirani nodded to Mahesh, took a few 
sips from his cup before he responded, 
his voice lowered to a whisper “I don’t 
know how to broach this with you. 
Please keep everything I say extremely 
confidential.” Hirani paused for Mahesh 
to agree. 

“Of course, Hirani, my lips would be 
sealed” Mahesh readily agreed. 

“The apprehension has nothing to do 
with U-Mart. I would sign on the co-
venture right now, if you ask me. 
Concern or rather, I’d put it plainly 
that a big violation of our internal 
business compliance has happened on 
this particular deal, likely by Ashok. 
I need to clean up that mess before I 
can allow my company to move forward. 
This could become a big legal issue 
otherwise!” Hirani bend forward towards 
Mahesh and practically murmured. 

“What is the violation you are talking 
about?” Mahesh also bent forward and 
lowered his voice too. 

“Well, of course, you would know about 
it. It is about the kickbacks to the 
minister and other officials in 
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ministry, your company has been 
paying.” Hirani looked at Mahesh for 
acknowledgement. 

Mahesh simply nodded his head and 
gestured Hirani to go on. 

“It seems Ashok had been siphoning off 
some of that money and some from our 
company too. He supposedly had co-
conspirators, one lawyer of our firm 
and another from our legal counsel. It 
seems the lawyer from our firm has been 
questioned on Ashok’s murder and other 
one is missing.” Hirani whispered on. 

“Murder? I was told it was an 
accident?” Mahesh exclaimed. 

This time Hirani nodded and went on, 
“Nothing has been concluded, as yet, by 
the police but we did our internal 
investigations and found that nearly a 
third of the money you paid and some of 
ours has been pushed to some foreign 
bank accounts. Ours is not a lot but it 
exposes us to the enforcement 
directorate. We are working on plugging 
that documentation so that nothing 
points to us.” Hirani paused for Mahesh 
to digest the implication of all what 
he had just shared. 
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Mahesh stared blankly for a few 
minutes. Lit up his cigarette and took 
a few deep puffs of it. 

“From our side the money trail is all 
covered, enforcement directorate 
cannot touch us. My concern is about 
the murder. If it comes into media, it 
would be very bad for our retail store 
venture publicity. Everyone knows how 
closely we worked with Ashok. People 
start assuming things and it brings bad 
name.” Mahesh’s whisper could hardly be 
heard. 

“Can you wait for about three months 
for us to announce the joint venture 
company? I think in that time we will 
have the things in control. Three 
months is not a lot of delay. I think 
it is important to put this demon to 
rest. What do you say?” Hirani offered 
a compromise. 

“Well, I would not have liked this 
delay. Any delay will cost us money but 
yes, it is better to bury this issue 
before we move forward. I will also 
doubly check the plugs on our side. We 
cannot have risk of enforcement 
directorate questioning us. That would 
totally derail us as compared to a 
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three months’ delay.” Mahesh decided to 
tread cautiously. Knowledge that Ashok 
might have been murdered shook him. In 
his many decades long experience in 
varied companies, he had lots of 
experience dealing with government and 
kickbacks but this was indeed the first 
time anyone close to him had been 
killed. That did unnerve him a lot. He 
also wanted his back to be covered. In 
an international company like his, 
there were plenty enemies. This country 
could become even bigger market for his 
company than the developed market. This 
possibility itself had made most of the 
senior management overseas, his enemy. 
They knew his escalation to the board 
was just matter of time. He couldn’t 
jeopardize it for anything. Ashok had 
made things happen in record time, 
nobody had expected this much to happen 
for at least two more years. Three 
months wasn’t a concern at all. 

“What are you doing about the two 
lawyers, you mentioned.” Mahesh wanted 
to know. They could hold information 
that could harm him too. 

“Well, the girl who works for us is on 
24x7 surveillance. She seems to be not 
that much harm. There is a chance she 
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may not really know much. Likely we 
will terminate her job next month, if 
there is confirmation that she knows 
nothing. It’s the other person who is 
concerning and has robbed me of my 
night sleep. He is absconding. Police 
is also searching for him and so are my 
people. I do hope my people find him 
first.” Hirani whispered again. 

Mahesh nodded his head, kept quiet for 
some time then stood up and shook 
Hirani’s hand in a goodbye gesture. 

“Well, good luck on that. I will keep 
in touch with you. Let us freeze this 
for three months”, Mahesh said and 
Hirani took his leave. Hirani gestured 
his lips to be sealed reminding Mahesh 
to keep everything confidential. Mahesh 
responded in thumbs up. 

As soon as Hirani reached back to his 
office, his secretary came in to inform 
him that his chief security officer MK 
Singh was wanting to speak with him and 
had come in thrice already to check if 
he was back. Hirani asked for him to be 
shown to his office. 

Singh was a tall guy and with the 
turban, it made him look like a giant. 
He dwarfed everyone in the room with 
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his height. Hirani seemed miniscule 
with his shorter than average height 
but there no confusion on who was the 
boss. Hirani was on a call when Singh 
appeared on the door. Hirani gestured 
him to come in, close the door behind 
him and be seated, while he continued 
to be on the call he was on. It was yet 
another of the business condolence 
calls from yet another partner of 
theirs. Everyone wanted to reach out to 
Hirani, as soon as they came to know 
that he had taken over, even if 
temporarily, the post of country head. 

“Give me some good news, Singh!” Hirani 
asked Singh once his call was over. 

“Yes, Sir, there is some good news and 
God willing, I will be able to give you 
the good news you are waiting for!” 
Singh spoke in a hushed tone. As a 
security in charge, most of his job was 
extremely confidential but this was 
more than confidential. 

“Tell me, what is going on?” Hirani 
couldn’t wait to hear. 

“We have good reason to believe that 
one of our private investigator has 
stumbled upon Sam’s hideout. It seems 
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Sam is hiding in a small cottage on 
this investigator’s relative’s 
farmhouse. As we speak, his identity is 
being verified.” Singh bent forward to 
sort of whisper it to Hirani. 

“Wow! Amazing. I didn’t believe you 
when you said you will find Sam in a 
week but looks like your strategy in 
engaging a dozen private investigators 
has paid off. You covered all 
possibilities in parallel. I am leaving 
for another meeting now but just SMS me 
once confirmed. You know what 
information we need from him and then 
what to do with him. I will suggest you 
do that personally and not involve a 
third party. Do not ask the third party 
to take any action or discuss anything 
with him. Confidentiality is prime 
need. If you need to fly down, hire 
transport, whatever is needed, do that 
but ensure it is the right person, only 
you talk and no information leak at 
all.” Hirani was delighted but 
cautious. 

Singh had his job cut out clearly. As 
soon as he got a confirmation from his 
contact, he took the earliest flight 
available. 
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Next day morning, Uma received a packet 
in post. It was from Sam. Strangely it 
was hand written, and as if written in 
a hurry. There was a terse letter 
stating urgency to attend to some case 
whose details he could not divulge to 
anyone. It could take more than a month 
on it. There was a key in the package 
with the bank name engraved on it and 
note asked her to keep this safe. The 
note also asked her to not worry about 
the Ashok’s case and not share this 
with anyone, not even the police, even 
if asked. There was another sheet with 
some details of the locker and a cheque 
book.  

Uma decided to not share this with her 
parents. Her parents were quite happy 
after her father’s meeting with 
inspector Khan. Uma’s mother had 
already decided that Sheila Joseph was 
the evil that had taken Uma’s identity 
and now that she had died, all issues 
were over. She couldn’t be bothered 
about how and why Sheila died. She had 
planned for today, on doing a religious 
ritual prayer function to thank God for 
saving her daughter! Uma’s parents were 
busy in preparing for that. They had to 
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call the priest, get flowers and 
fruits, clean the living room where the 
ritual prayer would be performed and 
most importantly, they all were 
supposed to keep a fast for the whole 
day till the prayer was over. 

In the afternoon, Uma received call 
from Sam’s mother informing her that 
Sam was safe and sound. Sam’s parents 
were in their hometown. Sam’s mother 
told Uma that she had got letter from 
Sam saying that he is going to some 
place for some office work and will be 
back in a month. In letter to his 
parents also the work was mentioned as 
confidential. His parents were quite 
relieved. Uma used this call as reason 
to inform her parents of Sam’s 
confidential trip. Her parents thanked 
god and congratulated Uma that it was 
because of her fasting today that Sam 
was safe and sound. Uma couldn’t stop 
laughing. She knew her parents were a 
bit orthodox but couldn’t think them to 
be so orthodox. “Tough times do bring 
on larger and blind belief in 
divinity”, she thought. 

 

Far off, Sam sat in a small cottage on 
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a lake in a large farmhouse. His mind 
went to Uma. She was his muse. All he 
wanted was a luxurious life for her and 
him. His thoughts went to the first 
time he met her in the class for masters 
course in law.  

As she introduced herself, he 
recognized the company name and shared 
that he consulted for them once in a 
while and worked for the retired judge. 
Uma was happy to make an acquaintance 
from her known circle. Their friendship 
grew deeper in the first semester. He 
would often miss the classes, borrow 
notes from her and requested for joint 
study over weekends so that he could 
catch up on the studies. This became 
his excuse to meet her every weekend. 
He was quite intelligent and since he 
was working in the area in so many 
diverse cases, he already knew the 
subject to more depth than even the 
professors, yet, he loved the way she 
would take pains to explain topics to 
him, actually sympathizing with him on 
the long hours he needed to put in his 
job. He became quite fond of her. In 
one of the visits, he met with her 
parents and so did she, when his 
parents were also visiting. No one ever 
proposed but their parents took for 
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granted that Uma and Sam were 
interested in each other and will 
eventually marry. 

Sam, on other side, was much busy 
cracking the deal with the minister for 
Ashok. Sam always wanted more from 
life. He wanted to earn money 
exponentially and dreamt of becoming 
the biggest industrialist. His 
consultancy was actually a sham front 
for all the illegal dealing he brokered 
between businessmen and politicians. He 
knew all the ways to launder the large 
quantities of money generated from the 
business and politics nexus. He had 
gained a good foothold in the political 
community but this one was the first 
multi-national company dealing. Till 
now he had dealt with really small 
fries, now this one was a shark amongst 
them, his life goal was to do dealings 
with the whales. 

In one of these shady dealings, he had 
come across Sheila in the bank. He had 
noticed the similarity between Sheila 
and Uma’s physicality. As a bank clerk, 
she was very important for him to get 
complex forms and clearances done. On 
other hand he needed a false entity to 
store all the ill-gotten wealth. That 
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is when this idea of using a false 
identity came to him. He knew Uma was 
too uptight to ever agree to his shady 
dealings but he had access to nearly 
all her documents. There were major 
kickbacks going from U-Mart to the 
minister and his crony friends so that 
the required clearance and licenses 
could be taken. He was the field man to 
actually do it. His part, from all that 
money laundered, also ran into big 
numbers. They also needed to create 
accounts in foreign banks in order to 
transfer foreign funds of U-Mart to the 
country.  

Sheila was a big city girl with huge 
aspirations like Sam’s. She understood 
her importance for Sam’s shady 
transactions. She readily agreed to 
impersonate Uma to do the financial 
transactions, in lieu of which she also 
made quite a bit of money. 

Sheila and Sam’s partnership brought 
wonders for their shady business. They 
had it both, beauty and the brains; 
they worked on many other shady 
dealings apart from Ashok’s. Sam knew, 
she knew far too much for him to lose 
her, so he tried to tie her in his love 
net. Fall she did, and hard too. He 
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showered her with many gifts over and 
above the money he gave her for all the 
dealings and even promised her 
marriage.  

Sitting in the dingy cottage, Sam 
cursed himself and his luck. 
“Everything was going so good, why did 
it all fall apart? I should not have 
become so insecure towards Sheila. I 
never thought she would become so 
panicky at first instance of problem! 
Ashok’s death completely unnerved her. 
Still nothing lost, all the money, in 
fact even Ashok’s money was still there 
with him. If I can stay underground for 
a month, surely things will settle down 
and I will make new beginning.” Sam 
thought to himself as he looked out of 
the window. 

“That doesn’t look right! Where did 
those two luxury cars come from? They 
weren’t there today early morning, when 
I had just woken up.” Sam put 
binoculars to his eyes to observe the 
cars. The tall Sikh fellow seemed 
familiar in some way. He couldn’t place 
where he had seen him. Ramesh, the guy 
who had given him this shelter was 
talking excitedly with the tall Sikh 
guy and did point in the direction of 
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the cottage a few times. Then they both 
went back to the main farmhouse. The 
main farmhouse was given out on rent 
for functions and marriages often. The 
guy could be one of the guests or 
probably was getting the function 
conducted. Still the tall guy made him 
uncomfortable. Even if it was only 
about some function, there were too 
many people coming to this farmhouse. 
Sam decides to move. He had his 
friend’s motorcycle hidden in the 
bushes behind the cottage itself. He 
had hardly any luggage except a 
backpack. He was well on his way, 
within the next ten minutes. The 
farmhouse was right on the highway and 
close to two larger highways 
intersecting each other. He decided on 
his direction just as his approached 
that intersection. 

He had remembered that Uma’s parent’s 
house was not too far from there. It 
would be probably at most a few hours 
ride. Her parents were with her in the 
city, so their house in the town, must 
be closed. He remembered her mentioning 
that they lived in the last house on 
the street after which there was a 
playground that was adjoining the 
highway. He just couldn’t recall the 
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name of the college whose playground it 
was. He had their address but couldn’t 
afford to switch on his phone’s network 
to access GPS. That would be too much 
of risk. He got off the road and sat in 
shade of tree where a tea vendor had 
setup his rustic shop. 

 

He thought about Sheila as he sipped on 
the tea. Sheila had messed up too much 
with her phone already. He had told her 
a hundred times never to call from her 
own phone but from the phone he had 
given her. After Ashok’s death, she 
kept calling him from her personal 
phone. He was angry that it was linking 
her to phone registered on Uma’s name. 
Till now they always communicated with 
two phone on Uma’s name; this way there 
was no link between him and Sheila or 
Uma. For him saving grace was that 
there was no link which could be 
established between him and Sheila. 
Even though in political and business 
circles especially with whom they had 
dealt, they were known to be accomplice 
but there was no piece of paper that 
could link them. Sheila had messed up 
by the drunk stunt in the car in front 
of the police and made it worse by 
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calling from her own phone. It was such 
a bad luck that he didn’t realize that 
she was so drunk that night. The drunk 
stunt managed to get cleaned itself 
when police agreed to not file an FIR 
and accepted a simple fine. Then, she 
completely lost her mind and wanted him 
to marry her right then and there! She 
would call him ten times a day and 
threaten him that she would kill 
herself! 

Her thoughts brought tears to Sam’s 
eyes. Sheila was a nice and simple 
girl, he knew that and also that her 
weakness was for money. Like any 
youngster she wanted to earn money, 
quickly and easily. He showed her the 
way and she fell into his trap. He knew 
that in reality, she just wanted to get 
married and have an easy luxurious 
life. She had good tastes in life and 
wanted to life queen size. It wasn’t 
something extraordinary to wish, just 
that she didn’t realize that she might 
have to pay for it with her life. He 
never wanted to kill her but she became 
such a crazed person, even then, he 
tried a lot to get her back her senses. 
In the situation he could not even take 
her to a psychiatrist, afraid what she 
might divulge. He met daily and spoke 
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many hours over phone trying to explain 
to her that there was nothing to worry 
and she should just keep quiet for a 
few weeks. Through his contacts in 
police, he had got information that 
they had practically no clue on how 
Ashok died and investigators were 
leaning towards accident theory. They 
were likely not even aware of presence 
of any other person in the room. If 
only she took leave from bank and went 
on a long vacation; in few weeks, 
things would have settled down and he 
would do anything she wanted. He needed 
to quickly close up all loose links in 
terms of money which could link Ashok 
and Mr. Rao to him. Sheila wasting his 
time on her craziness was making him 
angrier. Even he was scared. He was 
involved in all the risky financial 
dealing. He could manipulate banking 
systems with his left hand but this was 
the first time he was dealing with 
someone simply dying in middle of a 
sentence! In any other case, he would 
have himself called the police but in 
relation to Ashok and Mr. Rao, he could 
not even breathe about his friendship 
with them without the whole enforcement 
directorate landing in his drawing 
room. He was trying his best to contain 
his own fear, speeding up clean-up of 
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the dubious financial transactions and 
also trying to stop Sheila from losing 
her senses and reasoning. That night, 
sadly, even he lost it. First there was 
lots of shouting then as Sheila waved 
the knife threateningly, demon in him 
was unleashed. When he came to senses, 
he realized the enormity of his action. 

Trying to push away these thoughts, he 
tried to remember the good times he had 
with her. It was indeed so much fun. 
She was a great conversationalist, knew 
so much about the world, kept up with 
all the current affairs topics. She 
could surprise even most travelled 
businessmen, even though she had never 
stepped outside the city even. He did 
the hard talk and she did the smooth 
talking. Once the deals were done, He 
planned the way to spread and salt the 
money out and she was an expert in the 
banking ways to make the money 
disappear in matter of hours. Uma was 
actually one of her many personas. The 
one used when she had to deal with the 
bank or financial institution by 
physically visiting a branch. It would 
take her less than ten minutes to do 
make up and look exactly like Uma and 
sometimes even her mannerism. She had 
seen Uma many times in her bank. She 
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used to sometimes amuse Sam with her 
parody of Uma. Sam could not understand 
why he did not love Sheila even though 
he liked her so much. Every time Sam 
closed his eyes, he could only see Uma. 
Sam cursed himself again. If only 
Sheila did not mess up so badly. 

As his thoughts moved towards Uma, he 
clearly remembered Uma sharing the name 
of the college where she used to study 
which was just behind her house. Their 
house was adjacent to the college 
grounds. He had never visited her 
parent’s home. They had planned to do 
that once their masters course exam 
were over. He had planned that he will 
formally propose to her in front of her 
parents right in their house.  

Now he realized, that he had completely 
forgotten then on how he was going to 
handle Sheila. He has proposed to 
Sheila too just after the license for 
Ashok had materialized and Ashok had 
gladly given him nearly double of the 
promised pay out. He didn’t want to 
lose Sheila then. He knew he had more 
such deals in works with his growing 
closeness with minister Rao. Sheila was 
crucial for execution of those deals. 
It was as if even he assumed a different 
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persona and in that persona he wanted 
to live his life with Sheila. Which was 
his true persona and who was it really 
with whom he wanted to spend rest of 
his life? He shook his head 
regretfully, for he had no answer. 

	  
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

6	  –	  A	  hideout	  
 

He had managed to find Uma’s parent’s 
place. He saw from the ground after 
crossing over from the highway, it was 
the last row house that did not have 
its light on in the night.  There were 
some man height shrubs behind it, where 
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he hid his motorcycle. It took him lot 
of time to cut the lock on the back 
door, as noiselessly as possible, while 
keeping a look out all around. It was 
late evening and possibly all the 
neighbors were busy watching some 
serials on the television. Earlier in 
the evening he had rode around the 
house and identified the back door to 
be his best bet to get into the house 
unspotted. There was an old small 
padlock on it. The inside kitchen door 
had a window adjacent to it. They were 
all locked but with the power tools he 
could easily cut the locks. Thanks to 
this town being an industrial town, he 
was able to get some battery run power 
tools to cut metal and wood. He could 
faintly hear the music from a TV series 
in the house right next door. More over 
the neighbors seemed to be on the front 
side of their house so there was enough 
distance to mask the buzz of the power 
tool. The buzz of the tool was quite 
smooth and surely wasn’t like anything 
breaking for anyone to get alarmed. 
People could even mistake it for 
someone’s food processor or grinder 
working. The lock on the iron grill 
door to the work area behind the 
kitchen was cut open easily with the 
power tool. Sam replaced it with his 
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own small lock. The kitchen door was 
wooden with old style latch. He made 
incision just above the latch to remove 
the screws of the latch. This took a 
long time to do without making any loud 
noise. Then he pushed open the latch on 
the middle of the other side. There was 
a latch on the upper side too but that 
seemed terribly weak. With one strong 
shove, the door gave way. Sam kept 
holding it still for many minutes to 
verify if that noise alarmed the 
neighbor. Apparently, it hadn’t. Once 
the door was open, Sam used a light 
color tape to patch up the incision on 
the door on outside. Though the door 
wasn’t directly visible but the cut on 
wood would be easily noticeable. A tape 
of similar color masked the cut. Then 
he closed the door and fixed both the 
broken latches as much as he could 
without hammering them. He could drill 
the screws in with his power tool. He 
did not light the tube light but used 
a small torch he had. The whole break-
in process of about an hour had tired 
him out. It was not late in night but 
he didn’t want to venture to other 
rooms, yet. He still wasn’t sure if no 
one in the neighborhood had noticed the 
break-in. He wanted to keep a lookout 
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from the kitchen window and keep ears 
open for any movement outside the 
house. After an hour of vigil, he just 
lay down on the kitchen floor mat.  

 

Sun was shining outside. Sam had slept 
on the kitchen floor yesterday late 
night. As he woke up, it took him quite 
a few minutes to get his bearings and 
why he was lying on the floor. He 
remembered being exhausted and having 
no energy to even move an inch from 
where he was. He just pulled his 
backpack close, removed his laptop, put 
it in the utensil drawer right in front 
of him and pushed the backpack under 
his head. Sleep had come immediately. 
Now that he was awake. He looked 
around. Sun was shining through the 
window. It seemed terribly quiet. He 
checked the utensil drawer, his laptop 
lay on top of a saucepan. He stood up. 
Obviously no one was in the house. It 
seemed quiet around the outside of the 
house as well. He took the tour of the 
house. He latched the front door from 
the inside and drew all the curtains. 
He didn’t want a surprise. If ever 
Uma’s parents returned, their struggle 
to get the front door opened would give 
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him enough time to escape from the back 
door. The house was spick and span but 
the hurry in which her parents left the 
house was obvious from the amount of 
food in the refrigerator. That was a 
lifesaver for Sam. He didn’t have to 
cook anything. He could spend a few 
days on the bread, chapattis, curry and 
jam in the fridge.  

He also found a small maid’s room next 
to the kitchen that seemed closed from 
all sides except the door into a small 
bathroom on one side and the kitchen on 
other. This was perfect if he wanted to 
switch on the light in the night and do 
something on his laptop. No light could 
be visible out of the house if he closed 
both the doors. He found a spare 
mattress and couple of pillows from one 
of the bedrooms to furnish this room. 
He charged his phones and laptop. He 
decided to take chance on his data 
card. Police would mostly be keeping 
track of his phone numbers but less 
likely that they’d even know about the 
data card. The data card was from a 
different vendor than the phones. He 
had to get some access to the internet. 
Through the Internet he could manage 
his foreign bank accounts too. He 
needed to fix a lot of things, now that 
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both Ashok and Sheila were dead. He 
also had to get in touch with Ashok’s 
firm and clarify his stand on it. They 
would surely misunderstand all the 
shady things Ashok had to do in order 
to get the minister to approve the 
requirements and licenses needed.  

The clean-up of Ashok’s transactions 
for the U-Mart’s licensing itself took 
a whole day for him even though the 
peace and quiet allowed him to focus 
completely on the job at hand. The 
connectivity also seemed excellent. May 
be there was a telecom town in the 
vicinity. 

He sent anonymous emails addressing 
Hirani giving all details of the 
financials as shared with him by Ashok. 
He also put in some of the details on 
how Ashok was going to hide all those 
transactions from the enforcement 
directorate. This would ensure Hirani 
would get a feeling of genuineness. He 
sent similar email to Mahesh of U-mart 
as well. He needed to ensure that the 
impending deal closed as appropriate 
else there would too much problems for 
him. He awaited their responses before 
he shared more details. 
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Clearly Hirani and Mahesh were 
anticipating this connection and they 
were happy to get details that ensured 
they and their deal was safe. Sam’s 
next two days were spent in clean-up of 
all financial dealing linked with the 
minister Rao and is ministry officials. 
With some of the information he had, he 
was able to clean up Ashok’s part and 
pull all the money into his account.  

He also worked on clearing up Uma’s 
persona from his dirty work. He was 
sure that Uma would not be able to 
correlate him to the Ashok and Sheila’s 
murders. None of the news reports on 
either crime had his name even 
mentioned. He checked the news sites in 
minute details. There was no further 
news on either Ashok’s or Sheila’s 
death. There was nothing on Uma either. 
Sam had connected with some PR agent 
and in name of T global, he had got the 
news channels to kill the news once 
Sheila had been taken to the police 
station. From whatever information he 
had, it seemed police or anyone else 
had not made in link between Ashok, 
Sheila, Mr. Rao and him. Some people in 
political circles knew his links but 
they were all in such dubious scenarios 
that even if they would blurt out, it 
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would likely never reach the police and 
even if it did, there was not one piece 
of paper which could verify it.  

His high profile mole, the ACP in the 
police department had informed him that 
police had no clue on cause of Ashok’s 
death and Uma’s questioning was a 
routine thing. He had not been able to 
connect with the ACP again so he didn’t 
have any further information. He could 
not risk calling either. He decided to 
spend time in his hideout cleaning up 
all dubious financial dealings as much 
as he could. He decided to stay in this 
place for about a week and then move to 
some jungle resort for few weeks. The 
only concern was that connectivity in 
jungle resort would be bad, so he 
wanted his clean-up work done before he 
left Uma’s parents’ place. 

 

 

A sudden email from Sam had made Hirani 
extremely happy. After Singh’s goof up 
in losing Sam from the farmhouse, all 
hell had broken lose on Singh’s head. 
He had put in more than a hundred people 
in the field to look for Sam. Singh 
knew it would make no headway till they 
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got a crucial clue on possible 
direction Sam had taken. Singh was 
trying to break a deal with the traffic 
police official who monitored four 
cameras placed on the intersection of 
the two highways that Singh thought Sam 
must have crossed. He had reached the 
tea vendor and got confirmation that 
Sam had tea there and had spent more 
than an hour. After there, where he had 
gone, the vendor had no clue. A small 
van full of laborers had arrived and he 
had got busy with them to notice 
direction Sam had taken. The bike Sam 
was riding was a common bike for anyone 
to have noticed it number plate either. 
Singh knew he had arrived at a dead 
end. He needed some crucial clue to 
miraculously fall on him to now track 
Sam.  

Thankfully for Singh, the next night, 
Hirani called off the entire search 
operation saying the connection was 
established and no harm could come from 
Sam now. Singh returned home a happy 
man. 

Once Hirani responded to Sam and 
gathered rest of information he needed, 
he got his people to doubly verify the 
proofs. Everything matched up, all Ts’ 
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were crossed and Is’ were dotted. Not 
so later, Hirani met up with Mahesh and 
decided to ink their joint venture 
deal, as per schedule decided earlier. 
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7	  –	  The	  car	  
 

On the other hand, Khan and Rane had 
made no headway in either of the murder 
cases for many days. They had Ashok’s 
murder case with them but thought the 
Sheila’s case was also linked but they 
got no clue from their discussions with 
Sheila’s relatives except Uma’s driver 
license in her pocket and her car 
registered as Uma’s. A few of them 
mentioned possibility of a boyfriend 
but most had no clue and others denied 
possibility all together. The bank 
colleagues thought Sheila was quite 
hard working. They had no doubts on her 
integrity. That is when Khan and Rane 
were told by traffic police department 
that they had found Sheila’s car 
registered in Uma’s name in completely 
burnt state just outside the city on a 
highway. 

The car was unrecognizable. Nearly 
everything was charred. There was no 
number plate but it was recognized 
based on it chassis number. Most of its 
parts were missing, opening the 
possibility of the car being sold to 
the black marketers of spare parts. 
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Khan actually became upset with finding 
of the car! They had the car and 
driver’s license but no plausible 
answer why someone would use Uma’s 
name! Or rather why would Sheila use 
Uma’s name for driver’s license and a 
car! They could brush this all under 
the carpet and simply close the case 
for lack of evidence, the way, the 
police officer who was really in charge 
of Sheila’s case wanted to do it. Yet, 
Khan’s conscience was not letting him 
ignore these two huge evidences right 
in front of his eyes. They could not 
deny the existence of a car, how so 
ever burnt and the driver’s license on 
Sheila’s person. 

“Let us inspect the car, Khan.” Rane 
suggested.  

“Do you really want to do that? What 
are we going to look for? I feel 
dejected” Khan sulked. 

“Brother, we have here two evidences 
right in front of us. I am sure these 
are parts of the jigsaw puzzle, which 
we are missing. We cannot say the 
puzzle does not exist when these two 
pieces are in front of us, can we? I 
know that Khare wants to close the case 
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and move on but that is fine. I will 
speak with him and push for a month for 
us to investigate; I will remind him 
that he’d be pulled up by higher ups, 
if he closes a case unsolved within 
such short period of time. If needed, 
I will ask Sir Krishna to also push 
him. That will bring Khare to his 
senses. Let us go through the car, now 
that we are here, who knows what 
information we might gather! We can 
still close the case, irrespective of 
whether we inspect the car or not!” 
Rane was more enthusiastic.  

 

The car was rubble of burnt stuff. 
Through the rubble, they recognized a 
few things, which might have escaped 
getting completely burnt due to cover 
by some larger object. Like Sheila’s 
high heeled shoes and an exploded tin 
of deodorant. It seemed the glove 
compartment completely escaped the 
fire. There were a few things like the 
car manual, some papers including one 
photocopy of car’s RC book and 
insurance papers. In that they also 
noticed a strange grey thick plastic 
bag. On opening it they found some 
paper towels! There was one with 
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lipstick marks. Another few with curry 
marks. There were some hair strands as 
well. Rane showed it to Khan. At first 
both could make no head or tails of the 
bag and the paper towels, but on closer 
scrutiny and bit of pondering, Khan 
remembered their conversation at 
Ashok’s apartment. 

“Oh my God!! This is the plastic bin 
liner; the one I thought was missing 
but you thought it was silly!” Khan 
exclaimed. 

“I seriously thought you were imagining 
things are that time. Can’t believe 
that your theory has come true! This 
means Sheila was indeed in the Ashok’s 
apartment. She panicked when Ashok died 
or she killed him and then cleaned up 
the place with the paper towels. She 
did not want to leave the paper towels 
there so she picked it up and took it 
with her. There are so many paper 
towels in there. What all she cleaned?” 
Rane was laughing! 

“Let us go back to Ashok’s apartment 
again tomorrow morning and try 
reconstruct the scene. Maybe we’d find 
something more which might connect us 
to Sheila’s killer!” Khan’s enthusiasm 
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came back. 

“I wish we could lift DNA samples from 
the hair strands and the paper towels!” 
Rane hoped as he spoke with Khan on way 
back. 

“DNA samples? forensics will ask us to 
pay our whole year’s salary, or maybe 
whole decades, Rane! We can’t work like 
the investigation agencies from the 
United States. It will take more than 
a month for anything substantial to 
come through the report. Then all the 
questions from accounts when the 
special cell submits their bills. We 
are third world remember. I guess the 
pay check you get at end of the month 
does remind you of that fact. We can 
only present the easily available facts 
and assume things with certain 
percentage of probability of 
possibility” Khan quipped. 

 

Next day at Ashok’s apartment, they 
checked the garbage liners being used 
by the housekeeper and found it to be 
of same type as the one they found in 
Sheila’s car. Even the paper towels 
matched in the type. Now the question 
was about what had these paper towels 
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been used for? 

They went around the apartment once 
again. Nothing was changed after their 
last visit here except taking the body 
away. They stepped through the kitchen 
and bathroom multiple times. 

Finally, Khan spoke.  

“So, what is your take, Rane? The 
possibility of the garbage bag and 
paper towels taken from here is 
extremely high. Everything matches in 
color, texture and size. I feel 
positive that it is been taken from 
that bathroom. I am imagining that 
Sheila would have panicked after Ashok 
died. She quickly wiped things clean 
likely for any finger prints. She 
picked up all the plates and glasses. 
She cleaned up this whole area so that 
it seemed Ashok was alone. She went to 
the bathroom to clean up herself. Then 
instead of leaving the trash, she 
decided to take it with her.” Khan 
asked after pondering about the 
scenarios for a long time. 

Rane had another point of view not 
contradictory but expanding the logic 
further.  
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“Yes, I am wondering if there were more 
people other than Ashok and Sheila. Did 
they together push Ashok? Was it 
planned? If yes, how many people were 
there? Then, of course, the most 
important, what is the motivation to 
kill Ashok? How would these people 
profit by his death?” Rane expanded the 
questions even more. 

“Yes, I get your point, so let us focus 
on step zero. Is there any clue here, 
which could tell us how many people 
were there with Ashok? This bag being 
found in Sheila’s car sort of proves 
that she was here. Were there more 
people?” Khan wanted to get focus back 
into step-by-step approach. 

“Ah, also do not forget, Sheila was 
found drunk in her car, on the next 
street from here, just few hours after 
Ashok’s death. So question also arises, 
if there were more people, would they 
leave this drunk woman on the street?” 
Rane remembered this crucial aspect. 

“Ah, that is a strong point against the 
possibility of anyone being there. In 
all likelihood, Sheila was alone. That 
is why she panicked and grabbed this 
garbage bag with her. Another point 
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being, if there were more people, 
someone else could also have taken the 
bag, why leave it with the drunk 
woman.” Khan extended the logic. 

“But, if she was so drunk, how she had 
sense to do all this clean up? There is 
a possibility that she called someone, 
who instructed her to clean up and 
possibly take the bag with her! I think 
in panic, she would not have cleaned up 
so much, her first reaction would have 
been to run away, simply scoot! what do 
you think?” Rane said. 

“Right, someone might have been on the 
phone instructing her. Hhhmmmm… but no! 
There was no call on Sheila’s number 
after Ashok’s call in the afternoon. 
She called the Uma’s number after that 
and same number around the time she was 
apprehended drunk in the car. That was 
sometime early in the morning. How much 
early in the morning, I am not sure but 
I heard that the traffic constables 
took a lot of time persuade her to come 
out of the car which she did not respond 
to. The news reporter was passing by 
and started to record. As per post 
mortem report of Ashok, he possibly 
died around midnight to two in morning! 
Sheila found drunk is off by about 
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three to four hours” Khan tried to tie 
up the facts together. 

“Then, we must check the location of 
this Uma’s number between two calls 
from Sheila. Maybe the instructor was 
right in the room. Maybe he or she was 
also slightly drunk and then he or she 
also had a car so he or she had to ask 
Sheila to drive back home.” Rane 
concluded logically. 

“Good point, Rane!” Khan agreed 
completely. 

Khan called up his friend in the 
telecom interface unit. He had helped 
Khan many times in such scenarios. Khan 
couldn’t wait for the whole official 
paperwork to be completed to find out 
whether their theory was right or not! 
His friend asked for an hour to get 
back. He said he’d get all details of 
the location of the mobile number for 
past two weeks. Khan also requested him 
to share all call details from the 
Sheila’s mobile number, Mobile number 
registered in Uma’s name and Ashok’s 
mobile number as well. Khan decided he 
might as well get all data instead of 
asking in bits and pieces. 

It took much more than an hour but his 
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friend shared quite a detailed report, 
which included not just the locations, 
but also call details with name and 
registered addresses of people called 
from that number and Sheila’s, in the 
past two weeks. It ran into a hundred-
page report! 

“Yes, Rane, Sheila’s boyfriend or who-
so-ever this person is, who is using 
Uma’s name on phone number; was very 
much likely present in this very room 
the time Sheila and Ashok were there. 
The location matches but it seems the 
time Sheila was caught by the police; 
this number was somewhere in suburbs. 
Look here.” Khan shared with Rane. 

“Quite interesting. So clearly, Ashok, 
Sheila and one more person, whom we are 
assuming right now as Sheila’s 
boyfriend, one who is using Uma’s name, 
were present in the room. Let us pour 
over the phone details as well. I like 
that report has name of the person to 
whom phone call was made or received is 
there. Makes our analysis easier. Give 
me a few hours on it, Boss. I think we 
will get lot of information from this. 
Maybe even the reason for use of Uma’s 
name!” Rane took the report and sat 
down on the comfortable sofa to analyze 
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the report. He took out his notebook as 
well to make notes. After a bit of time, 
they decided to go back to office and 
gather some more information off the 
Internet about the people mentioned. 
There was another person of interest 
they had found. 

Next day morning, Khan and Rane again 
got together and poured over the call 
detail reports. Yesterday, they had 
taken a lot of notes, with added help 
from their IT department. After lunch, 
Khan asked Rane to join him in the 
meeting room. 

“Here is what I think Rane. Interrupt 
me if you don’t agree. T Global is doing 
a big deal with U Mart and for that 
deal they need approvals and licenses 
from the government. Ashok and the 
third person know this Union minister 
very well and connect with him very 
often. It seems they spoke something 
Friday afternoon and Ashok, Sheila and 
third person got together at Ashok’s 
apartment in the night. There were lots 
of drinks, snacks and heated 
discussions. I will guess it had to do 
with money. The heated discussion 
became uncontrolled and somehow Ashok 
was killed. From the wounds, maybe he 
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was pushed or slipped, something 
happened and Ashok died. Sheila and 
third person both were quite drunk but 
they didn’t panic. They cleaned up the 
place, carried the paper used to clean 
up with them. They had two cars so they 
had to leave separately. Sheila’s car 
gave her some problem and she was slow 
or may be drunk more than she thought 
she was. Seeing the traffic cops, she 
panicked badly. Though she did not 
blabber anything in front of the 
police, the third person found her to 
be a big risk and decides to kill her 
off. There are so many calls made back 
and forth between Sheila and the third 
person till she was killed. Per 
location details, the third person’s 
location details match with her 
locality night of her death too. In the 
next hour the phone goes dead. The 
third person has gone underground.” 
Khan correlates all their information 
logically. 

“Yes, I agree to the most except, there 
could be more people at Ashok’s place 
but Sheila and the third person were 
surely there. The union minister would 
surely know who the third person is. 
Obviously, we cannot question him. 
Likely he would not want to even be 
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hinted to have any connection with the 
case. We will be slaughtered by our own 
department, if we try that without 
solid evidence of his involvement. The 
other people of ministry who might have 
inkling of the third person would be 
who have worked on this deal with 
Ashok. Uma would have surely worked on 
the deal but I think she is too naïve 
to have discussed the kickbacks etc. 
The senior judge who is the company’s 
main legal counsel would surely know. 
I will suggest that we meet the retired 
judge. What do you say?” Rane added his 
thinking. 

“Yes, my dear Rane! Yes, I agree, we 
don’t know exact number of people but 
Sheila and the third person were 
definitely there along with the dead 
man Ashok. With the location 
information, definitely the third 
person is the murderer of Sheila. By 
the way, we will need to get the address 
and phone number of the retired judge 
from Uma. We could ask the company but 
it would be too much official hassle, 
I think, easier to take it from Uma”, 
Khan said excitedly. 

They called Uma and asked her for 
contact information of the retired 
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judge. 

“Sure, I will SMS you his address and 
phone number shortly. Are you planning 
to meet with him?” Uma asked curiously. 

“Yes, we are. We need to know what Ashok 
might have discussed about the deal 
with him at a business level.” Khan 
shared wondering if Uma might share 
something interesting about the deal. 

“Well, actually you should have 
discussed with Sam. Sameer Kapoor or 
Sam worked with the Judge on this deal 
of T Global. Sam had worked closely 
with Ashok and various government 
officials too on this. Unfortunately, 
he is out of station on some other case. 
So, I guess, you will have to speak 
with the Judge only about it.” Uma 
shared willingly. 

“Sam? You didn’t mention about him 
earlier! Who is he?” Khan and Rane’s 
ears stood up. 

“Yes, I did share about him when I had 
other day explained about my work. Also 
my father mentioned him to be missing, 
remember? He wasn’t missing; he has 
gone on a confidential trip. Some 
clients want to keep things 
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confidential.” Uma explained. 

“Is there a phone number, we can 
contact him on?” Khan inquired. 

“Sorry, no! He has not contacted us or 
even his own family except inform about 
this work, which will keep him away for 
a month or so.” Uma explained. 

“But can you share his number, in any 
case? We will try couple of times, if 
we are able to get through, we’d talk 
to him, else meet with the judge” Khan 
pushed his luck. 

“Sure, I will SMS his number to you, 
right away.” Agreed Uma. 

“What was your relationship with him?” 
Khan pushed further. He understood that 
if Sam had told her that he was going 
away on some secret mission, surely 
they may not only be colleagues! 

“Well, we are to get married, sometime, 
though we aren’t engaged as yet.” Uma 
said shyly. 

“Okay. Good luck.” Khan closed the 
call. 

“Are you thinking what I am thinking?” 
Khan said, seeing Rane was all ears to 
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the conversation whatever he could 
hear. 

“Yes, sir, third guy is Sam” Rane said 
without hesitation. 

“I’d say there is a big probability, 
agreed.” Laughed Khan. 

No eyebrows were raised when Uma’s SMS 
showed the number that was registered 
under her name, which the third person 
was carrying. She had shared two 
numbers and had written the second 
number was to be used only in 
emergency. The second number was the 
one which matched. 

Khan and Rane roared in laughter. Well, 
in a few minutes the laughter died down 
and Khan raised the obvious question. 

“So how do we find this Sam? Obviously, 
the guy would not switch on the phone 
ever again. He has surely run away and 
hid somewhere. It won’t be difficult 
for him to remain underground for a few 
months. Even if he doesn’t do any 
credit card or ATM transactions, I am 
sure, he will not do that; he has the 
cash from selling off the Sheila’s car 
for spare parts. It would be at least 
a fifty thousand if not more. That 
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could keep him going without much 
problems for a few months. All he has 
to do is stick to some cheap motel on 
highway.” Khan raised his eyebrows now. 
They were still in the tunnel. 

“Boss, I get a feeling that this guy is 
obsessed with Uma. Surely, he would 
contact her again. He will not do so 
from phone since he knows it will be 
traceable and that is why he has 
switched off this phone number. I have 
a gut feeling he might get another SIM 
card using Uma’s credentials again or 
even his own or Sheila’s. It might be 
another phone vendor instead of this 
one. Possible, isn’t it? I am trying to 
think like him.” Rane had a bright 
thought. 

“Yes, you are in right direction. He 
can’t impersonate as Uma but he can use 
resources in name of Uma for sure.” 
Khan saw light at end of tunnel. 

 

Next day morning they again went to 
their telecom interface department. 
Khan’s friend had a smile on his face. 

“I was sure you would come back for 
more information! This information is 
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addicting!” Khan’s friend pulled his 
leg. 

“Yes, indeed. I am beginning to realize 
the importance of location information 
captured by these electronic devices! 
It’s amazing how one’s presence can be 
traced through this information. Yes, 
I need more information on this person 
called Uma Chaturvedi with this 
possible office or residence address as 
per the driver’s license. Possibility 
is of driver’s license being used as 
the ID proof. If we find the mobile 
number, then we will need the last 
location of that mobile number. I am 
sure that will help us crack the case!” 
Khan explained his requirements. 

“Sure, my friend, I will find out but 
please give me a day for this. Come 
back tomorrow afternoon and I will have 
that information for you.” Khan’s 
friend told him. 

While they waited for information from 
the telecom department, they found out 
more information about Sameer Kapoor. 
They also met with the retired Judge to 
find information, both about Sam and 
also the deal, in case the retired 
Judge knew more information. 
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The retired judge shared whatever 
information he had on the deal, which 
was really not much more than what the 
inspectors already knew. They did get 
lot of information about Sam though. 
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8	  –	  Sam	  
 

Sameer Kapoor aka Sam, was the only son 
of his parents who were university 
professors. Though immensely talented, 
they had measly salaries and lived 
quite a middle class living. They had 
put Sam in a prestigious boarding 
school where they had to pay a very 
nominal fees since one of the school 
board member was their student who had 
done well in life due to help given to 
him by them. 

The prestigious school and boarding 
school life gave very good education to 
Sam but it also brought him in touch 
with students who were children of some 
of the extremely rich and famous of the 
country. That brought a kind of an 
insatiable quest in Sam to become rich 
and famous as them. Mostly rich was 
what appealed to him.  

As he grew up, being intelligent, he 
had no problem in gaining deep 
knowledge of many things. He also built 
up great relationship with some of his 
industrialist friends and understood 
all nitty-gritties on business dealing 
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including its dark underbelly. That is 
when he decided to take up masters in 
law instead of usual subjects like 
finance or management. He realized 
mastering the legalities of large 
business deals especially where 
government was involved, is at core of 
a possible meteoric rise for himself, 
all else would be hard work for many 
years or even decades. The world called 
such people as middle-men, ones who did 
not exist in legal world, but were the 
ones who were at core of all large 
deals.  

Sam spent his years building on deeper 
links with his industry friends and 
moved further into friends of his 
industry friends, the political 
entities. Though he was interning at 
companies of his friends, but in 
reality, he was developing his network 
of payers.  

Soon, he was well known in political 
circles, as well. Initially he was more 
of a messenger between industrial 
houses and political establishments but 
it was not long that he was 
participating in the dealings. He had 
worked on quite a few small deals, when 
Ashok had requested his help in getting 
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the license for U-Mart. 

That was exactly where he wanted to be. 
Right in midst of international deals 
between multi-national companies 
involving the governments. This would 
be his stepping stone to his dream of 
the multi-billion-dollar defense deal; 
which he had heard often that one could 
suffice for an entire life. 

The judge did not have details of any 
of the deals at all, or maybe did not 
want to share; but he did drop in some 
names for Khan and Rane to understand 
exact nature of Sam’s business. 

When Khan and Rane left Judge’s office, 
they knew nothing of this could be 
breathed to anyone in their police 
station or even the case file. Seniors 
were extremely wary of anything to do 
with government and surely wanted 
nothing to do with any minister. Their 
thinking was clear. You solve the 
murder, leave the corruption to the 
enforcement or other departments which 
handle financial irregularities. 
Mostly, they didn’t want to be in hair 
of any minister of government. Unspoken 
rule was never mingling money and 
blood; even though, it was contrary to 
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the reality where blood was always 
spilled over money! Khan and Rane 
exchanged glances, which meant, “This 
all makes sense but what a waste of 
time!” 

 

Next day in the afternoon, they got a 
detailed report from Khan’s friend in 
the telecom department. His friend 
called Khan on phone, as well. 

“Khan, I checked with most of the large 
telecom providers in the country. There 
was no new mobile number with this 
address for Uma Chaturvedi or Sheila or 
Sam. 

Well, that was a dead end. How do you 
track someone who does not wish to be 
tracked? Sam would have known that with 
Sheila having called on phone 
registered with Uma’s name, police 
would have been searching for all SIM 
cards with Uma’s identity. He would not 
have used Sheila’s or his own either. 
Does that imply he would have made many 
more personas? If yes, then how does 
one find them and then though the 
persona finds the location where Sam 
might be. Khan was silently sitting in 
his office chair and pondering over 
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this. 

Rane on other hand was exhausted and 
wanted to give up and let Khare close 
the Sheila case. They could even close 
Ashok’s case based on forensic evidence 
that it was likely an accident. 

After a disappointing day with no leads 
to Sam’s location, Khan and Rane 
decided to again meet with their friend 
in telecom cell. That friend had a 
friend who was a hacker and he said he 
could be the one who could help get 
through to Sam, if Sam would have 
accessed the internet from the location 
he was in.  

“Yes, I am sure he would have accessed 
the internet. Without it, he could not 
have cleaned up the financial mess 
likely he would have after Ashok and 
Sheila passed away. That is the first 
thing any middleman would do if he had 
to erase his links with set of people.” 
Khan said quite assuredly. 

Rane added on, “I read in paper today 
morning that T Global and U-Mart are 
signing the deal for joint venture. 
That implies everything has been 
cleaned up. I am assuming the Ashok and 
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Sheila were killed due to or leading to 
things having messed up. In hiding Sam 
could not have cleaned up without the 
internet access. He might have 
contacted T global new executive also. 
He obviously will not talk to us. We he 
may talk about Ashok and not talk shop. 
We already heard the whole biography of 
Sam from the Judge; I can’t bear to 
hear more of same boring details. This 
looks too tough pal”. 

“I can assure you that if Sam has done 
any large transactions over the web, 
this hacker friend of mine will track 
it.’ Khan’s friend seemed too sure. 

“So then, tell us about this hacker” 
Khan was curious. 

“His name is Kris, actually Krishna 
Kadam but he likes to called Kris. You 
know how youngsters are now. He is son 
of our station house officer. Studying 
in college but has been extremely good 
in computers since his school days. He 
helped us solve many cybercrime cases 
including quite a few involving credit 
card crimes. He is now external 
consultant for the special branch. I 
will call him and request him to come 
tomorrow morning”, Khan’s telecom 
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friend explained. 

Krishna or Kris came to meet Khan and 
Rane the next day. A young guy in his 
late teens but as soon as he sat down 
with them taking notes on his laptop, 
his depth of knowledge and 
professionalism was obvious to both 
Khan and Rane. Khan gave a brief of the 
two cases and shared whatever 
information they had including the 
evidence and the telecom reports. 
Further he explained how they wanted to 
find possible location of Sam. They 
felt he could be located through 
possibility of Sam having accessed the 
internet these days since there was no 
information on any known phone numbers 
being used. Trying to locate Sam 
through usual process of informing 
ground police stations and person 
searches at bus stations, railways 
station and airports seemed pointless 
since he could be practically anywhere 
in the country. It was really like 
searching for needle in haystack. 

“Sir, any information how much so ever 
hidden can be surely found provided 
enough time is dedicated to find it. 
Thus simple question will be how much 
time do we have. You would want to find 
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the person in a few days’ time or a few 
weeks or months would be fine too?” 
Kris put across things quite plainly. 

“Kris, these are murder cases, two have 
happened and we have no clue if more 
could happen. We would not like too 
much delay, a few days, a week is 
acceptable but months will not be”, 
Khan liked that he didn’t start 
discussing technology with them as Khan 
was really not much knowledgeable on 
it. 

“Okay, I understand the seriousness. So 
you are saying his accessing the 
internet is nearly 100% sure. That is 
a place I could search for him. What do 
you think he would have used the 
internet for?” Kris asked trying to 
find a way forward. 

“In order to do his banking 
transactions. As we shared, he was 
possibly middle man in many dubious 
transactions involving multinational 
companies and government. Since Sheila 
who was his bank connect was dead, he 
would have to do the clean up by 
himself.” Rane chipped in this time. 

“Oh! That is bad news. Banking 
transactions would be very difficult to 
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crack. Even if we know of one bank where 
transaction could originate or end. The 
legal process to be allowed to analyze 
the available information will itself 
take months. If we do not use the proper 
legal process, the other process would 
also take weeks, if not more since bank 
systems are encrypted and access 
controlled to the highest levels 
possible. Along with risk, time could 
get wasted. I would look at it the last 
possible option. Easiest way to track 
someone would be through the person’s 
mobile phone. Next would be email. 
Wouldn’t Sam be using email too? I will 
rather ask, won’t there be possibility 
of him sending email to someone? 
Assuming the financial transaction mess 
could be cause of these murders, Sam 
would be feeling threatened or there 
might threat on others to clean up this 
thing. When he is done cleaning up, he 
would have to inform someone that 
things are clean, isn’t it?” Kris 
veered the discussion to other 
direction. 

“Yes, you are right. He would have 
threat possibly from all people 
involved in this deal. It could be the 
Minister, ministry people, U-mart 
people and T global where he was 
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involved as legal consultant. He could 
have connected with any of these 
people. He could have also connected 
with Uma, who was not only legal 
advisor but also kind of his fiancé” 
Rane said enthusiastically. 

“I think he might have contacted Uma 
for sure. The other person comes high 
in probability is either the retired 
judge or Hirani the executive who 
replaced Ashok’s place. Threat could be 
from the minister but I do not think 
minister would bother with emails. My 
hunch is that Ashok was at center of 
the shady deal. Thus, logical person to 
inherit the shady deal’s mess is 
Hirani. Minister must be threatening 
him through Hirani. We met the retired 
judge but he seemed more of a rubber 
stamp leading the legal company. The 
show was clearly run by Sam. I wouldn’t 
be surprised if the retired judge was 
not informed most of the details. So, 
let us say Sam would have sent emails 
to either Uma and or Hirani. Now what? 
How do you track Sam through emails?” 
Khan asked curiously. 

“Every time one sends an email, the IP 
address, which is unique code given to 
each and every computer or device 
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connected to internet, gets recorded in 
the email. If we see the received 
email’s detailed information, we can 
find this IP address” Kris explained. 

“So the unique IP address will identify 
the computer from where email was sent, 
but this computer or device could be 
anywhere! How does this unique IP 
address tell us the location?” Rane 
asked. 

“Well, the Internet service provider 
records the IP address and the account 
from which it was used. Something like 
train ticket. If you have the train 
ticket number, Railways could tell you 
under whose name the ticket was 
booked.” Kris explained further. 

“Ah ha!” Khan and Rane exclaimed in 
union. 

“But to see the email from Sam, we will 
need to access email accounts of Hirani 
and Uma. Obviously, they would not 
allow us to access their email just 
like that. I am sure getting official 
nod to access their emails would take 
tons of time and paperwork. I will 
access their email accounts 
fraudulently. This is only part of my 
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job which is illegal.  Since all you 
need to know is location of the person; 
none of this information is needed to 
be presented to the court on how 
exactly you found him; so we keep this 
matter under wraps. Is that okay?” Kris 
explained the process. 

“Yes, sure.” Khan approved and Rane 
also nodded. 

“Well, Great! To get started we need to 
know the email addresses used by Hirani 
and Uma. Would you have it?” Kris asked 
ready to get started. 

“Yes, I have Hirani’s visiting card and 
Uma’s is noted in the file. We had asked 
it per our routine questioning.” Rane 
showed Kris the details. 

Kris got started immediately. His 
laptop was his work desk. Khan and Rane 
watched him do his work for about an 
hour. Then they got bored and decided 
to take a break for lunch. They asked 
Kris if he’d like to join them or if 
they should get something for him. Kris 
declined. He said he will order a pizza 
for himself. Khan rolled his eyes, 
thinking about these new age 
youngsters. 
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When Khan and Rane came back, Kris was 
still deep into his laptop. He nodded 
in negative when he looked up to see 
two pairs of questioning eyes, but by 
late evening, he seemed to be smiling 
a bit and there were a few murmurs of 
joy from him. Finally, he stood up and 
handed over a piece of paper to Khan. 
On the piece of paper there were some 
coded numbers written.  

Khan was surprised and asked, “What is 
this?” 

“This is the IP address from where Sam 
sent an email to Uma! He sent many 
emails to Hirani but smart fellow used 
anonymous options to hide his address. 
Incredibly smart fellow he is but every 
smart fellow does make some mistakes. 
He has sent three emails to Uma, saying 
that he was busy and everything was 
fine. The first and last were 
anonymously sent but it seems in 
between he relaxed and missed hiding 
his trail. I will ask telecom team to 
get details but let me warn you this 
fellow might have done some trick on 
this too. There is hope but not very 
high hopes as of now. Let us get to the 
physical address.” Kris explained the 
details and lowered their expectations 
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too. 

They got the details from telecom team 
next day morning. Kris shared the 
report with Khan and Rane. 

“Not hundred percent success but we are 
getting closer. Sam used a data card 
belonging to the retired judge’s legal 
company. So their address is listed 
here. Using the IP address, we are able 
to find Sam’s location to nearest half 
a kilometer or so to the telecom tower 
to which his data card is connected. 
Look here.” Kris highlighted the area 
map in the report. 

 

Khan browsed the report and saw the 
area in the report, pointed to by Kris. 
The place sounded very familiar. 

“This sounds too familiar. Someone 
mentioned this exact place in context 
of this case.” exclaimed Rane.  

“Wow, do think. If we could get the 
exact address from other means it would 
be faster, else it would be painful to 
figure out exact position of data 
card”, Kris chirped. 

“Rane, isn’t this where Uma’s parents 
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came from?” Khan showed it to Rane. 

“Yes, I think so. Uma’s father did 
mention some obscure place, sounding 
like this. Why don’t we call her and 
ask?” Rane suggested. 

Khan immediately dialed Uma’s phone. 
Without giving away the real reason, 
after a few minutes of polite talk, 
Khan asked about her parents and asked 
to speak with her father. After some 
more polite conversation, he got her 
father to share his residential 
address. Khan noted it down on back of 
the report. 

After the conversation with Uma’s 
father, they share address with Kris. 
Kris used map on the computer to 
compare with the location they had in 
hand. 

“Wow, yes, I won’t be surprised if Sam 
is in their house! Their house is 
exactly three hundred meters from the 
tower where Sam’s data card connected 
to send the email to Uma!” Kris 
confirmed. 

“Would Uma and her parents know that 
Sam is in their home?” Rane wondered. 
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“Why don’t I call Uma’s father and 
check” said Khan. 

Khan again called Uma and spoke with 
her and her dad. This time he tried to 
ask some more about Sam and his 
possible whereabouts under pretext of 
wanting to discuss the deal Ashok was 
up to when he died. The father and 
daughter seemed clueless. That is when 
Rane gestured him to close the call and 
hear him out. 

“Hear me out, I think Uma and her father 
have no clue about the real person Sam 
is. It is probably like the retired 
judge, who has only very high level 
information on the deals being worked 
out right under his nose using his own 
office staff! He is taking them for a 
ride. Likely Sam’s long-term plan might 
have been to implicate Uma and then go 
away somewhere under some assumed name 
and enjoy the money he has accumulated. 
May be even with Sheila. Unfortunately, 
they had to kill Ashok on that Friday 
for some reason or maybe the was an 
accident; basically it was not planned. 
It took Sam by surprise. From here 
things started going downwards for Sam. 
Sheila lost her senses and maybe 
threatened Sam. So Sam had to knock her 
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off also. In this hullaballoo he could 
not make the scenario to implicate Uma 
for all this or the other crimes and 
financial irregularities he might have 
committed, we do not know about them, 
yet. So at this time, he is putting his 
brains on putting all the money to some 
place where he can access later and 
waiting for things to die down. He 
knows Uma’s parents are here supporting 
her, so the best place to hide is their 
house in their hometown!” Rane said it 
all in one breath. He waited for Khan’s 
reaction as he regained his breath. 

“Yes, go on.” Khan said thoughtfully. 

“So, my suggestion will be that we 
surprise him and catch him. Bring him 
back here and question him. He is our 
last chance to get to know what really 
happened!” Rane concluded. 

“Perfect! Let us do that.” Khan was all 
in agreement. 

 

They did exactly that. Khan took 
special permission to immediate fly out 
to the town with Rane. They took help 
from the local police. A few of them 
went from the front and a few others 
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with Khan and Rane went towards the 
back of the house. As soon as Khan 
looked in from the grilled door, he 
noticed the patch on the wooden door. 
He gestured at Rane and smiled as they 
hid behind the shrubs with their hands 
on their guns. 

As the policemen in the front of the 
house knocked on the front door, within 
a few minutes, Sam appeared on the back 
door, opened the lock and tried to pull 
out his motorcycle. Khan promptly 
handcuffed his hands and other 
policemen surrounded him, holding his 
other hand in tight grip. He was 
searched and put into the police car. 
He had no weapons on him. His laptop, 
mobile phone and the data card with SIM 
cards registered in Uma’s name were 
recovered from him. 

Sam was terribly disappointed. He never 
thought police would be able to get to 
him so quickly. He was planning to 
leave the house in a few days.  
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8	  –	  The	  culprit	  
 

Back in their police station, Khan and 
Rane grilled Sam on both Ashok and 
Sheila’s murder cases. Sam initially 
maintained that both were accidents. He 
said Ashok slipped on a piece of ice 
cube and hit his head on the counter. 
Sheila and he panicked and left 
immediately. He said he had no idea 
about Sheila’s murder. He heard from 
newspapers about Sheila’s death and 
that is why he ran away. After more 
than a week of interrogation, including 
sharing of evidence in form of phone 
calls and location details, he finally 
broke down and accepted that he did 
kill Sheila in fit of rage. Ashok’s 
death was indeed an accident but it had 
rattled Sheila very badly. She had sort 
of lost her mental balance. She wanted 
to confess all their misdeeds to the 
police. That night, Sam finally lost 
his cool and stabbed her to death in 
anger. 

He had no reason for using Uma name in 
all these dealings. He didn’t want to 
do it his own name. He found Uma quite 
gullible. She shared all her identity 
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documents with him. This was the time 
she had got job at T Global and rented 
the apartment.  One day he scanned two 
of the documents of Uma’s identity and 
then used them to open an account in 
the bank where Sheila worked. The same 
time he befriended Sheila to ensure no 
information reached Uma from the bank.  

As they became friendly with each 
other, Sam realized how useful she 
would be in his fraudulent dealings in 
money. She was also able to help him 
launder the kickbacks money he received 
from many deals he had in making. They 
were able to use Uma’s identity in 
opening various foreign bank accounts 
too. Through those accounts they moved 
a lot of money to Sam’s Swiss bank 
account. Sam was planning to leave the 
country in another year or so once he 
had ample money in his Swiss bank 
account. As of now all the money was 
currently consolidated in Uma’s 
account. 

Once Khan and Rane had all the details 
from Sam, they sat together in their 
small interrogation room. Sam had been 
taken to the police station’s cell and 
was under a fortnight’s police custody 
from the court. Khan and Rane needed to 
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put together a strong case to convict 
him. 

“Boss, we need to do the surgery we 
always do. The surgery to remove money 
and power from the spilled blood. Our 
work is with the blood and we should 
stick to that. If we try get into other 
things, our case will get complicated. 
We can leave that for enforcement 
directorate to iron out, if they want 
to”, Rane stated the obvious process 
they had been following from the first 
case together. 

“Quite agree, Rane. All the evidence in 
the Ashok’s case point to an accident. 
We can keep it that way. We will say 
ultimately there was no link in the two 
cases except the coincidence of Sam 
working with Ashok on some business 
deals, which we don’t know much details 
of. Enforcement directorate is welcome 
to look into it, if they think so.  

The Sheila’s case was typical case of 
lover’s tiff which descended into ugly 
fight and in rage of passion, Sam ended 
up killing Sheila where as his 
intention was to save her. Sheila often 
use to threaten Sam with suicide as Sam 
was not ready to get married. That day, 
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he had momentary lapse of senses and 
stabbed her when, she once again 
threatened to kill herself.  

I think, we can leave out the Uma 
episode completely. All that would be 
too much to explain in front of the 
judge. On the basis of keeping him out 
of the Ashok case, we will take 
confession from Sam that he indeed 
killed Sheila in rage of passion. All 
the forensics stuff will prove the rage 
etc. I am sure we will get some 
fingerprint of his, somewhere in 
Sheila’s apartment if we search 
closely. Even any evidence of nearby 
CCTV would be evidence enough to place 
Sam in Sheila’s apartment on that 
particular day. Also he could not have 
flown the car away, somebody would have 
seen him drive that car somewhere.  

I am sure in lieu of a culpable homicide 
not amounting to murder charge, Sam 
will himself give us all required 
proof. He’d have to spend a decade or 
little more in jail and that is it. I 
think it will be open and shut case in 
the court”, Khan put across the gist of 
the case they’d put together. 

Rane nodded. It was up to Khan to do 
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all the documentation. Rane did not 
have the patience and the writing 
skills to do it. Seniors loved Khan’s 
documentation too.  

Things went along as per the script. 
Sam was intelligent enough to accept 
that he had no option but to accept the 
deal from Khan. 
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9	  –	  Uma	  lives	  
 

Three months passed since the day her 
neighbor had called her father about 
arrest of Sam from their home. They 
were totally surprised. When her father 
contacted Rane, he asked them to keep 
completely quiet and not speak about 
this with anyone at all. He specially 
asked them to not even attempt to 
connect with Sam or his family in any 
way what so ever. Surely not come to 
police station or court unless he or 
Khan asks them to. He said this would 
save Uma’s life. They read in newspaper 
about Ashok’s case being closed as an 
accident and after about a fortnight, 
they read in newspaper about charges 
put on Sam for murder of Sheila. 

 

Even though three months had passed, 
she did not have courage to go back to 
work. There were so many questions in 
her mind. Her father also had forbidden 
her to talk to Khan or Rane. They 
consoled her that she was safe and that 
is what was most important. Surely, the 
real story must be dreadful, why else 
would the two inspectors categorically 
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ask them to stay away from the case? It 
made complete sense but curiosity is 
one intense feeling which is strong not 
only in cats. Uma knew she could never 
go back to that company and not try 
find out something. She extended her 
leave thrice and company also never 
asked her to join back. She continued 
her study for the masters’ degree and 
utilized that time for preparing for 
the exams which were going to start 
very soon. Finally, the termination 
letter from her company arrived, ending 
her misery. Within a week, full and 
final settlement cheque also arrived. 
There was not much explanation for the 
termination but she did not want to 
question them either. She didn’t want 
to take the path of tying the loose 
ends. Whatever information she had 
pointed to a lot being in grey rather 
than white. She could ill afford the 
comfort of closure at expense of 
opening on proverbial Pandora’s box. 

As Uma was going through her settlement 
paper and the cheque. She remembered 
the package which Sam had sent her 
before he had disappeared. She had kept 
it in her cupboard and completely 
forgotten about it. She had thought she 
would discuss it with Sam once he was 
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back. He, of course, never came back to 
her. 

The package had a key to a bank locker 
and a cheque book with her name. There 
was paper with a locker number as well. 
She did not know of this bank account 
though the bank was same as her own 
bank. Also, she had never opened a bank 
locker. She wondered how and why Sam 
had opened a bank locker in her name. 
From the cheque book she saw it was not 
a joint account either. She had to go 
to the bank to deposit this cheque so 
she decided to check the new bank 
account and the locker as well. 

Her jaw fell down when the teller gave 
her a short statement of accounts print 
out. There was balance of fifty million 
rupees! She knew she couldn’t show her 
surprise to the teller so she 
immediately left the bank. She went to 
nearby café and drank some strong 
coffee while she stared again and again 
at the statement of account. It was a 
single page with only account balance 
since there was no transaction for the 
last month. She knew Sam used to do all 
bank transaction online so it would 
likely he had the internet banking 
password for the account too. With that 
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she could get all transactions for past 
many months even. That would likely 
give her an idea of where the money 
came from. She would need to go to the 
teller and ask reset of the password. 
She reminded herself that she had to 
check the bank locker as well. 

Upon hearing of Sam’s arrest for 
Sheila’s murder, she had a hunch that 
Sam was into some fraudulent financial 
transactions. She knew he had much more 
link with Ashok than he had divulged to 
her. She knew he had been at core of 
the U-mart dealing which was a very 
large deal. She was not naïve to not 
know that such deals did not happen in 
all legal white transactions. 

Coffee had calmed her surprise and 
panic. She calmly returned to the bank 
and requested to see her locker. The 
paper which was in the package had the 
locker details. The bank officer helped 
her to the locker and left the locker 
room. When she opened the locker. She 
found two large packages. One was 
filled with documents and another had 
lots of gold jewelry. Jewelry could 
have been worth about five million 
rupees. Uma decided to leave the 
jewelry in the locker and take the 
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documents with her. 

Returning home, she took her parents in 
confidence. Uma’s parents wanted to 
immediately call Khan and Rane. Uma 
asked them to wait till she had read 
all the documents. The documents seemed 
to point to the transactions of the 
account itself. Maybe the account was 
not a fraudulent one; maybe it was a 
genuine account with Sam’s earnings.  

And indeed, it was.  

The documents proved legality of each 
and every deposit in the account. Those 
were real returns of investments done 
by Sam through his genuine business 
dealings with companies of his friends. 
There were documents on tax paid on 
those transactions as well. There were 
about twenty transactions and she 
recognized the companies since Sam had 
mentioned about his friends owning 
those companies. 

Within few days Uma got the internet 
password reset for the bank account and 
she was able to login into the net 
banking account online. She tallied 
each and every transaction and it all 
matched up. 
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She convinced her parents not to 
contact Khan or Rane as they themselves 
had asked them to never contact, as if 
there was never any link between them 
and Sam.  

She mustered up courage to meet a few 
of those Sam’s friends and verify if 
the transactions were genuine and 
legal. They all knew and were very 
disheartened with news of Sam’s arrest 
for murder of Sheila. The transactions 
were all legal and they all knew that 
he was working towards making Uma’s 
life beautiful. Sam had supposedly 
shared this many times with his 
friends. 

Listening to all the background of 
Sam’s hard work, Uma could not help but 
go meet Sam in the jail where he was 
locked up as an under-trial. She did 
not inform her parents about this. 
Court cases took months, if not years 
to come to stage of sentencing. So 
Sam’s predicament was not clear yet. 

“You should not have come”, Sam was 
extremely surprised to see Uma. His 
parents had told him about abrupt 
coldness from Chaturvedis and he didn’t 
expect them to behave any other way. 
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“I saw the bank account and locker. I 
also spoke with all your friends who 
paid for those legal deals you did for 
them. Why did you get into this mess? 
I will engage the best lawyers and get 
you out soon.”, Uma whispered not 
wanting the guards to hear much. 

Sam nearly broke down. He asked Uma to 
leave but promised to write a letter to 
her explaining everything. He asked her 
to start a new life and forget him. 

Since meeting time was quite short, Uma 
had to leave and could not persuade Sam 
to share anything. 

Next week, she got a long letter from 
Sam through his lawyer. He had not 
explained a lot of details of his 
illegal deals but had accepted that he 
had indulged in many more deals which 
were illegal. He also accepted that he 
did a huge mistake by getting involved 
with Sheila. Even though he loved only 
Uma, Sheila had become his need and 
addiction. With every new illegal deal, 
both of them got yet another kick to do 
even more dangerous and illegal 
dealings. Uma was his aspiration but 
Sheila became his means. He ended up 
being unfair to all three of them and 
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messed up big time. He owned up his 
wrongs but she need not worry about 
him.  

He had enough and more to take care of 
his legal mess. His parents were also 
well taken care of. He had ensured they 
were provided for just like she was. 
With that money she should start a new 
life far away from him. How much ever 
he loved Uma, now the guilt of Sheila 
will always keep him away from Uma. 
They could not have a life together, 
ever. 

Uma shared this letter with her 
parents. They were at first very angry 
for her having contacted Sam but as 
they read the letter, they calmed down 
and realized the complexity of 
situation. 

“So, what do you want to do now?”, asked 
her father. 

“I say, Uma, leave this city, let us go 
back to our home town”, Uma’s mother 
chipped in encouragingly. 

“No Ma, knowing that Sam spent days in 
our house hiding away from police makes 
me extremely uncomfortable in our 
house!” Uma said sulking. 
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“I think I would like to go abroad for 
higher studies in forensics. Once I 
complete my masters’ degree, I will 
apply to universities abroad and see 
which one I get to”, Uma suggested 
enthusiastically after a few moments of 
quiet. 

Her parents agreed grudgingly. They 
wanted their daughter to be happy. Her 
life was turned upside down in the last 
few months. Anything normal as studies 
would sure heal her in a good way. Now 
that she had the financial means also, 
their worries were quite less.
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